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Governor Mills Makes Good President by Proclamation Did Not Call Insurgents Negroes Are Fleeing From Strangely Cosmopolitan That Is the Opinion of
cholas Murray
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Suit Brought Against Three In- Judge Edward A. Mann and Renegade Republicans Threate- - Churches Crowded With Colored Yet There Is No Diminution Somebody Is Making Something
in the Multitude at
Out of Huge Military
Brethren Seeking Quick
Colonel Dobson Leave for
ned to Defeat All Adminissurance Companies by Clovis
Westminster.
Salvation.
Home Tonight.
Expenditures.
tration Measures.
Claimant.
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Mohonk Lake, N. V'., May IS. The
London, .May IS. From six this
Atlanta, Ga., May 18. Dealers in
Washington, D. C, May IS. Presian nun I niei-tinminof the Lake
sixteenth
of
Wesl
in
the
doors
of
when
sections
the
of
morning
"conjur1' bags
negro
dent Taft today authorized several
the administration senators to deny the city carried on a thriving business ister hall, where the body of the late Mohonk conference on international
absolutely the stories that have been today, the result of the scheduled trip King Edward is lying in state were arbitration began its three days' sess
educators,
circulated the last few days that the of the earth through the tail of
opened to the public, a sombre clad sions today. Diplomats,
comet tonighr. Meetings will also silent mult it udo in four deep forma- jurists and clergymen from all parts
President recently had denounced the
Insurgents in unmistakable terms and be held in all the churches today, thou- tions tiled past the bier. The police of the world are present. The most
had used language toward these sands of negroes refusing to return to kept, the thousands moving steadily. striking feature of the address of
statesmen that caused them to take work until the passing of the "comic." The mourners entered at, one end of Nicholas .Murray Butler, the presidoffense. Reports reached the White The fact that there's cloudy weather the hall, double rows passing on either ing officer of this conference, was his
makes
House that some of the insurgents, throughout the south today and clouds side of the catafalque and emerging assertion that "'somebody
exreason
of
at.
the
is
the
had
what
heard
under
huge
obscure
side
of
will
the
by
the
something
heavens,
building.
opposite
they
tonight
smarting
When the doors were closed last penditure in preparation for war!"
!had been said of them, were deter- - expected to ally the fears of tihe
mined to defeat the railroad bill and
night, between 511,000 and 00,000 per- - and his suggestion that "the same sort
r
other of the President's measures,
Panic Stricken Negroes Flee to Town, sons had viewed the casket, while of ability that has exposed other
Stanford, Ky., May 18. Scores of perhaps half of that number are still forms of chicanery and graft should
gardless of what might happen to
them or the party.
negroes professed salvation at the all- - waiting in the streets. At eleven last investigate the sincerity and disinterCalled Brandeis a Liar.
night services held in their churches night, a new line was formed and mid-las- t estedness of the lively types of patrons
Washington, May IS. A day filled
night to prepare themselves for night found a waiting throng swollen which accomplish these naval and milwith interesting episodes reached an whatever may happen, when the earth by many thousands, who kept all itary debates world over." He said
passes through the tail of the comet. night, vigil for the purpose of paying sarcastically that war is always on
exciting climax in the Ballinger-Pin-29,79chot investigation late lesterday wnen The fields are denuded of farm hands, their tribute to the dead Monarch. the point of breaking out in two or
Assistant Attorney General Oscar the negroes fleeing to town.
They stayed despite the heavy rain, three parts of the world when appro-Wil- l
DEATH OF FORMER CON- Catch Part of the Tail.
Lawler, author of the now famous
jthe lino extending for a mile or more priations for military purposes are
GRESSMAN JOHN KASSON. Lawler memorandum rose wrathfully
Cal., May 18. The char-- and including men, women and chil- - d('i' consideration,
from the witness stand and accused acter of the solids and line dust
of many classes. It was a strange- Distinguished Diplomat Who Served Attorney Brandeis of uttering a de- - ley's comet is supposed to be carry- ly cosmojiolitan crowd, ever land and WATER SUPPLY OF
CARLSBAD PROJECT AMPLE.
as Minister to Austria and Ger- liberate untruth.
ing with it in its sweep through space every color being represented. The!
United
members
the
of
rebuked
been
is
in
laborer
he
after
had
elbows
touched
many and Other Positions.
Then,
interesting
corduroys
who will with the frock-coatewestender.
By Despite the Fact That No Rain Has
Washington D. C, May IS. John A. by several members of the commit- - States geological survey
c
Fallen for About Ten
Kasson, former minister to Austria tee Mr. Lawler withdrew his remark have a representative at the Carnegie noon today more than a hundred thou-- ;
Months.
observatory on Mount Wilson tomor- sand had viewed the remains.
and Germany, died here today.
and apologized to the committee.
No
has
rain
fallen on the Pecos
Mr. Lawler was called to the stand row to trap some of the particles as
Line
Miles
Seven
John Adam Kasson, lawyer-diplo-- :
Waiting
Long,
At 4 this afternoon, the line extends water shed of any consequence for
mat, was born at Charlotte, Vermont, by the 'defense" to explain the cir-o- n the earth passes till rough the comet's
nearly seven miles, six and eight about ten months, yet the water sup- January 11, 1822. He graduated cumstances under which he had pre-fro- tail.
A high tower has been erected at abreast, from the entrance to the hall ply of the Carlsbad project continues
the University of Vermont in pared for the President a memoran- coated through adjacent streets and is con- - to be ample for the much increased
1843 with the degree of LL.D. He re-- dum containing his opinion on the the observatory with a plate
with
it,
in
the
surmounting
and
Manv per- - acreage under cultivation this year.
glycerine
tojstantly being lengthened.
moved to Iowa
engaged
charges filed by Special Agent Glavis
dust
tail
the
comet's
assistcatch
sons
may
fainted
from
was
j
any
first
and am-- The reservoirs still hold a large vol- He
exhaustion
law.
of
Ballinger.
practice
against Secretary
direcDr.
contain
and
1861
Hale,
bulances
are
but,
all
George
in
stream ume of water, sufficient for many
the
consumed
ant postmaster general
busy
Several hours had been
along
n
'weeks to come. This is verv encour- 1862; was commissioner to the Inter-nthe examination of Frederick M. tor of the observatory has little hppe of humanitv.
success
the
scheme.
the
of
of
Balin
in
Paris
aging, especially to the new settlers,
Mr.
national Postal Congress
Kerby, the stenographer in
Dr. Hale issued a statement today FOURTEEN KILLED, THIRTY
who find that they have located in a
SMALLPOX PREVAILS IN
1863; member of Congress from Iowa Unger's office, who was discharged
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA. 1863 to 1867, 1873 to 1877 and 1881 to yesterday because he made public in which he said that the earth would
INJURED IN EXPLOSION. isafe country. Corn planting is still in
progress. The cotton planting is
to enter the comet's tail about 4 o'clock
1884. He was United States minister confidential information relating
i
the afternoon and emerge about Three Bcilers of American Sheet and
Some land is. being prepared
Policeman on Duty at the Pest House to Austria 1877. to 1881 and to Ger-- j the Lawler memorandum.,
for millet with a view of planting the
Dies a Martyr to Duty Enforcmany 1884 to 1885. He was commis- - President Taft Commended for Total midnight.
Tin Plate Company at Canton,
''But in my opinion," he states, "the
land to alfalfa after the millet is resioner to the Congo International Con- Abstinence.
ing Vaccination Law.
Ohio, Went Up.
of the earth through the tail
moved late in the summer.
ference in 1885 and envoy to the
Baltimore, Md., May 18. In a re- - passage
Philadelphia, May 18. A martyr to Samoan International Conference in port presented by the temperance is not likely to be signalized by any
luo auina- - s
Canton, Ohio, May 18. An investi-- j
duty, John W. Lyon, policeman, died 1893; U. S. special commissioner plen-- : committee of the Southern Baptist conspicuous phenomenon.
to complete i.neir organization,
nesutij
observations show gation into the causes of the boiler
"Spectroscopic
of smallpox in the pest house last ipotentiary to negotiate reciprocity convention President Taft was com- from all over the project
growers
iThe
American
at
of
the
the
explosion
plant
.,
, .
u
...:n
that the tail consists of gases far too
t. I..,s .......
w 111
night. For some time past there have treaties in 1897 and member of the mended for his example of total
111 Ulc IUIJ'cl"cul- i"u,J-da- y
;
Tin
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Plate Company yester-to affect appreciably the Sheet and
been an unusual number of cases of
form-wer- e
insist-sio- n attenuous
commisnow
tlle
in
,!lat
action
for
and
his
stinence
j
organization
joint high
afternoon, in which fourteen menjable
chemical composition of the earth's
the obnoxious disease in this city and
will undertake to handle all farm
in 1898. He was unmarried.
was
ing on changed regulations governing atmosphere. Associated with these,
and
killed,
thirty
injured,
m
the authorities have been active
j the issuance of the United States spe- crops. It has not been decided who
close to the head of the comet, are begun today. Several of the injured
their efforts to suppress the outbreak. PERU ACCEPTS MEDIATION
win De at tne neaa ot tne association,
cial tax receipts of retail liquor deal- - solid and
examination
An
die.
will
liquid particles which reflect probably
Lyon was stationed at a house along
of. but there is no question Dut the most
UNCLE SAM. ers whereby the "infamous work of a
OF
of
OFFER
shows
that
three
the
but
battery
In
amount
of sunlight.
perceptible
the Delaware river front wherein a
man that can be found will
bootleggers and other the
(the
of the tail through which the seven boilers exploded, the others be- competent
part
case of smallpox had been quaran
be
will
of
laws
violators
concus- be placed in charge of the business.
prohibition
the
ing
merely
displaced
by
With
Ecuador
That
will
not
are
these
earth
likely
pass,
tined and he contracted the disease. Boundary Dispute
The city schools close the work of
rendered hazardous."
Threatened an Armed Clash
to be present in sufficient number or sion.
His is the fourth death since the dis
the season this week. Graduation exBe
to
illummeteors.
Arbitrated.
The
to
size
produce
ease first appeared.
ercises will be held Monday, the comMILLIONS WILL VIEW
ination of tlhe tail might perhaps be SHOTGUN AND WHISKY ARE
In fear of epidemic thousands of
Lima, Peur, May 18. It is reported
mencement taking place In the audiROUGH RIDERS' PARADE. sufficient to cause a
A BAD COMBINATION.
slight increase in
people have submitted to vaccination that the cabinet has decided to accept
torium of the high school in the eventhe brightness of the night sky soon
and tlhe doctors are busy all over the the .proposal from the United States,
Montrose, Colo., May 18. The situ- ing. The baccalaureate sermon will
Brazil and Argentina for joint mediation Word Received Here of Great Prepara- after the transit were it not for the ation between the cattle and sheep be delivered
city, canvassing every ward for
Sunday. All the pastors
tions for Colonel's Home Coming.
moon, which will probably
of the boundary dispute between
prevent men on the Little Cimarron river is of the Carlsbad
persons.
churches will ioin in
seen.
Mexico.
Rates
From
New
such
from
effect
which
has
any
Ecuador
being
Peru and
brought
still in a critical condition. It was the exericeses tnat dav, There are
is
"It
possible that the electric po reported that the sheepmen have flatly
the two republics to the verge of war.
CLOSE QUARANTINE ORDERED
njne graduates from the high school,
Rough Riders in this city have re- tential of the earth's atmosphere may refused to heed the request of the cat - h la
AGAINST COLORADO CATTLE
t casg that has graduated at
be
affected
by electrically utmieii s itaauuiatiou m muvc uuuoiu
slightly
ceived letters and circulars from the
HEAVY RAIN OVER
time
my
in the comet or by a tne
CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. headquarters of the Rough Riders As- charged particles
prescribed limits of tne cauie
Denver.
May 18. Announcement
reduction in the number of electrons
announcsociation
Oklahoma
in
City
It is said the sheepmen have
range.
that a close quarantine has been or
that there is every reason to be- received from the sun, caused by tlhe imported from Denver large quantities RAILROADER GIVEN DIVORCE
ing
18.
cattle
Colorado
shipped
dered against
Unusually lieve that tlhe home
May
Albuquerque,
BECAUSE WIFE NAGGED HIM.
screening effect of the tail."
coming of
of whisky and ammunition and are evioutside the state was received by heavy rains in central New Mexico
Denver,
in the United States.
Colo., May 18. Jeremiah
Not
Visible
in
Roosevelt
New
York
City
trouble.
dently prepared for serious
Dr. Charles G. Lamb, state vererinar-ian- , last night were worth thousands of on
Sullivan
roadmaster of the
18.
The
first
Cal.,
formerly
18
Berkeley,
May
will
June
prove one of the greatThe cattlemen say they will exhaust Denver & Rio
from A. D. Melvin, chief of the dollars to cattlemen and farmers. est events in New
won out in the
on Halley's,
of the calculations
Grande,
part
York
and
that
to
City
get divorce court when
every effort in an endeavor
hureau of animal husbandry. . Lack Prospects are that crops will be the not thousands but millions of
after being
a
comet
astronomicundertaken
the
jury,
by
people
the sheepmen to observe the agree locked
of state control over the movement of greatest in the history of the terri- will view the
up for several hours, found
on June 18. The al department of the University of ment as to range boundaries.
parade
infected or exposed cattle within the tory.
Mrs. Sarah Sullivan guilty of cruelty
Roosevelt Rough Riders will act as es- California at the request of the Astrostate or power to compel treatment
and granted him a divorce. Mrs. Sulcort to Colonel Roosevelt and every nomical and Astrophysical Society of
for scabies is given as the cause.
livan brought suit, alleging cruelty,
Rider will wear A khaki coat America was completed today:
Rough
Cattle that have been exposed to
desertion and infidelity,
The
main
calculations
of
result
the
and riding breeches, Ieggins, campaign
scabies must be placarded when be
and demanding separate maintenance,
hat and neck handkerchief, these to is that the prediction of a transit is
ing transported beyond the state and
together with an award of $5000 as
be purchased upon arrival in New fully -- verified. The comet will cross
the bil of lading plainly marked
Sullivan asserted his wife
the sun three degrees of arc above
York City.
VOTES alimony.
Those afflicted with scabies must be
BE BOMBARDED Rough Riders from this part of the the sun's center from .west to east,
disposition,
possessed a suspicious
and that the charges of infidelity were
dipped according to the department
The instant of geocentric
conjunca
will
round trip
country
purchase
unfounded. He also alleged that he
regulations.
ticket to New York City. This is done tion, is May 18, 16 hours, 7 minutes,
had been nagged and lectured until
three seconds, Greenwich time. The Anti-Saloo- n
Forces
Stunned
on
save
to
the
transportation charges.
Notice Served on General
SANTA FE SPECIAL OFFICERS
he had been forced to leave his home
The round trip from St. Louis is $29.50 phenomena will not be visible in any
Their
FIGHT FATAL DUEL
and seek a room elsewhere. He alcomet
United
of
The
by
States.
the
Stinging
Iras by Commander Gilmer and from here to St. Louis $44.35, part
not
wnl
to
at
nearest
be
earth
leged
cruelty and asked for a divorce.
the
'
Defeat
making the round trip cost $73.85. tne
of Paducah
time
apSan Bernardino, Cal., May 18.closer
of
but
the
transit,
From Albuquerque the total fare wu'i
...
,i
AT SAN FRANCISCO
Bert Mae, a Santa Fe special officer.
"l ?
be $79.15. This is an open rate and I
y:
INSTEAD OF EMERYVILLE.
and David Allison fought out an old lilfl
WATER CO. CHARIER LOSES
lthe friend f the Rough Riders may
PflMFIIPT IQ PPRIWITTCn
San Francisco, May 18. It seems to
feud last night in the midst of the llU UUmLIUI
lU rLnml 1 1 LU I accompany them at the same price, it rector Leuschner said:
be generally accepted that the Jeffries-Johnso- n
centennial throng. Bullets flew among
"According to photographs taken
is stated.
two
was
comet
of
11,
fight will take place in this
tail
the
the
May
the crowd and Allison fell dead with
million miles in diameter at the dis- Initiative Referendum and Re- city instead of at the Emeryville race
four bullets through his body. No Uncle Sam Evidently Siding With BETHLEHEM
STEEL STRIKE
track. No difficulty in securing percall are Apparently Turfrom the nucleus at which the
one else was hurt.
the Insurgents in
' DECLARED OFF. tance
mission to hold the fight here is anearth will cross at, but according to
The feud started when Mae, then a
Down.
ned
Nicaragua.
but it will be necessary to
obfrom'
information
received
Lick
ticipated
on
a
warrant
city policeman, served
Men Surrendered to Terms Offered
have the city officials make a special
servatory tlhe tail is diminishing irap-idlAllison. The latter is said to have de
Them By President C. M. Schwab
Denver, Colo., May 18. Yesterday dispensation as to the number of
in absolute width and length, as
Washington, May 18. Commander
clared his intention of killing Mae
"wet" by a majority that fatally rounds, as the present ordnance alvoted
of
the
comet
Gilmer
the
is
States
of
case
the
has
Company.
after
gunboat
always the
rjnited
but the two never met until last night,
n
forces, the in- lows only 20.
Thus
Paducah has served notice on General
photo stunned the
passed its perihelion.
Mae surrendered to the sheriff.
Iras who is in command of tine conSouth Bethlehem, Pa., May 18. The graphs taken at Lick yesterday give complete returns indicating a majority
verted gunboat Venus that he will not Bethlehem Steel Company strike was the estimate that the width of the tail of at least 15,000 against .the proposi NO LOSS OF LIFE IN
CLOSER RELATIONSHIP OF
tion to abolish the salons. The result
PHOENIX HOTEL FIRE.
METHODIST CHURCHES. permit a bombardment of the city of declared officially off today, the strik- through which the eartfh will pass
Phoenix, Ariz., May 18. A search of
Bluefields, Nicaragua, and he has also ers accepting the terms offered by v.ill have shrunk to 1,000,000 miles. of the vote on the proposed charter
notified General Estrada and Presi- President C. M. ScQiwab of the com- On the basis of the latter figure it amendments including the initiative the ruins of the Hotel Adams, which
Ashville, N. C, May 18. The con dent Madriz that he will not permit pany. The strike had fizzled out sev- will take the earth about six hours to referendum and recall is in doubt with burned yesterday, fails to reveal any
ference here today adopted the report any armed conflict within the city.
eral weeks ago, but at first 7,000 men
through the tail, the relative vel- indications pointing to defeat. The traces of human bones, and the city
of the committee on church relations
These notices were sent after Gen- were out and the state constabulary ocity of the particles of the tail and new charter for the water company-wa- s officials now believe that there was
that the Methodist eral iTas had given notice of hi3 in had to be called in to preserve peace. the earth being approximately fifty
recommending
also defeated. Most of the Demo- no loss of life in the fire. It was
Episcopal church, South, and Method tention to bombard the city should Less than 250 men held out to the last miles a second. We may expect to cratic candidates for aldermen and thought for a; time last night that a
1st Episcopal church, North, and the General Estrada not
surrender in the and these surrendered
upon er.ter tlhe tail at about 5 o'clock in election commissioners were probably number of persons had been hurned to
Methodist
Protestant
church be meantime. General Estrada it .is promise that they would betoday
elected. Scratching was very
death, but no one has been reported
taken back
brought into closer relationship.
to the works without prejudice.
learned, has refused to surrender.
missing.
(Continued on Page Eight.)

Governor Mills today appointed the
following delegates to the fourth international conference on state and
local taxation at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on August 30: Charles V. Safford
and Arthur Seligman of Santa Fe; J.
F. Hinkle of Rosweil; Edward Dickenson of Silver City; Alfred Gruns-fe!y
of Albuquerque and J. A.
of Deining.
Census Returns.
The census supervisor for Xew Mexico reports that up to this noon 153
of the 310 census districts of the
In
territory have been completed.
most cases, however, the returns must
be sent back for corrections and additions and it will be July i before the
finished returns will all be in Wash"
ington.
Insurance Companies Sued.
Papers were served today upon Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo Chaves in the suit of E. L. Kennedy, trustee of tHie estate of T. B. Weatherby of
Clovis, against the Aachen and Munich Fire Insurance Company for $3,000,
Phenix of Brooklyn for $3, 000 and German American of New York for $3,000,
the companies resisting payment on
the alleged ground of incendiarism.
Commencement Exercises at Deaf and
Dumb Schopl.
Friday forenoon, May 20, at 10
o'clock, the annual closing exercises
of the New Mexico School for the
Deaf and Dumb will take place. These
exercises are of unusual interest and
President W. O. Conner of the institution invites those interested in education to attend the exercises.
d

Ma-hone-

Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, May IS. Following a White House conference favorable to the passage of the statehood
bill, there is now talk of calling a cau- cus of the Senate to deliberate on the
measure.
The Andrews bil to create a land
office
at Fort Sumner, Guadalupe
county, having passed the House, has
been received in the Senate and has
been referred to the comittee on pub- lie lands.
Judge Edward A. Mann and Colonel
E. W. Dobson wil leave this evening
their homes at Albuquerque.
Eliminated From Lincoln Forest.
Washington, D. C, May 18. The
President has by proclamation strip- ped 63,348 acres from the Lincoln na-- ,
tional forest of New Mexico and added
acres to the reserves.
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Attorney Charged With Slapping
Woman Complaint has been entered
at Albuquerque against Attorney John
Venable by Miss Lucile Harley, who
claims that the attorney slapped her
in the face.
Cool at Las Vegas The Optic says
that, ice was noticed in shallow vessels
filled with water yesterday morning.
Train Late Santa Fe train So. 10
from the south and west was two
Train Xo.
hours late this afternoon.
3, the Flyer, from the east, arrived
ahead of time.
Death of Young Boy John William
Graham, aged nine years, son of Mr.
and Mrs. George W. Graham, died at
Las Vegas.
New Superintendent for Tucumcari
Schools Professor J. S. Hofer, who
recently resigned from the New Mexico Normal University faculty at Las
Vegas, has been elected superintendent of schools of Tucumcari.
AND

13, 191C.

-
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OF

BfflSI

the

sky,
Outcast in heaven, homeless, vagrant star,
Foivhotlim; death and awful doom
of war
Hon Mi' their miming gas in thee,
and cry
when thou
In honor of themselves
art nigh!
Oil, nitng'd with love thou comest
from afar,
Perchance the life of worlds borne
in thy car,
Young lire to freshen old orbs lest
they die!
How sad our earth, and evil for it
sees
Always in the unknown portents it
fears !
Is there a planet, circling any sun,
Or dost thou smile on
So sorrowful?
peace
And love and joy achieved on happier spheres
Where consumation we but dream
are won?
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TO H ALLEY'S COMET.
iSiokley S. Fisher.)
O thou. misjudged a criminal of
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When Two Months Old, Baby had
roke
Pimples Spread AH Over Body-Band Left Skin Like a Scald
Doctor Afraid
An Awful Sight
to Put His Hands on the Child.

fi!

n
Summer Shoes
For Young Men

CURED AT SLIGHT COST
BY

CUTICURA REMEDIES

' Our
baby when two months old was
suffering with terrible eczema from head
to loot, an over

I

,j

;

IS"

t

Perfect fit that means comfort
and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure or getting
both these features in your
summer footwear if you
come to us for a pair of

her body. The
baby looked just
like a skinned
rabbit. We were

unable to put
clothes on her.
At first it seemed
to be a few ma-

ttered

$350

r$4oo

pimples.

would
They
break the skin

and peel off leaving the underneath skin red as
though it were scalds. Then a few
more pimples would appear and spread
all over the body leaving the baby all
raw without skin from head to foot.
On top of her head there appeared a
heavy scab a quarter of an inch thick. It
was awful to see so small a baby look as
she did. Imagine! The doctor was afraid
to put his hands to the child. We tried
several doctors' remedies but all failed.
"Then we decided to try Cuticura.
By using the Cuticura Ointment we
softened the scab and it came off. Under
this, where the real matter was, by
washing with the Cuticura Soap and
applying the Cuticura Ointment, a new
skin soon appeared. We also gave baby
four drops of the Cuticura Resolvent
three times daily. After three days you
could see the body gaining a little skin
which would peel off and heal underneath. Now the baby is four months
old. She is a fine picture of a fat little
baby and all is well. We only used one
cake of Cuticura Soap, two boxes of
Cuticura Ointment and one bottle of
Cuticura Resolvent. If people would
know what Cuticura is there would be
few suffering with eczema. Mrs. Joseph
Kossmann,'7 St. John's Place, Ridge-woo- d
Heights, L. I., N. Y., Apr. 30 and
May 4, 1909."
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insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
and
the
be
new
Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
may
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the test.
foot-leng-
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Cuticura Soap (25c). Cuticura Ointment (50c.)
Bnd Cuticura Resolvent (50c), (or In the form ol
Chocolate Coated Pills. 25c. per vial ot 60) are sold
throughout the world. Potter Drus & Chem. Corp.,
Sole Props.. 135 Columbus Ave.. Boston, Mass.
free.
Cuticura Book, an Authority on the Treatment of Skin and Hair Troubles

Stanton of the Elks' thetoday that the seat
sale for St. Elmo, a drama which will
be presented at the Elks' theater here
May 24 will open at Fischer's drug1
store May 21. The play is the dramatization of the well known book St.
Elmo, written by Augusta J. Evans,
who enjoyed one of the most remarkable careers of any American woman.
novel has been
While her
called "The Uncle Tom's Cabin of the
South" and she herself was the favorite woman writer of "Dixie", neither
her fame nor the popularity of "St.
Elmo" was confined to any section. On
the contrary, it has been for over 40
years a standard household volume
wherever the English language is
spoken, and has been translated into
almost every tongue of the civilized
world. Women in particular have
worshipped at the s'hrine of "St.
Elmo" and it further served a great
moral purpose in practically discrediting and putting an end to duelling
in the South, where even stringent
laws had no effect before.
The play will be beautifully staged
and presented by an excellent company, and no doubt will tax the capacity of the Elks' theater.
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CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
ASSORTMENT OP FLOWER
SEEDS, ALLKINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,
A COMPLETE

F.

FRANK
PHOXK
BLACK

A'iC
dV

1Q
1 17

Denver, Colo., May 18. The
& forecast
is
tonight partly X
cloudy with showers in east X
portion. Fair weather Thurs- X
day.
S Ji S Ji X $
$ t i. X $ 5ij
Yates Makes the High Score The
Lightning Express took the second
game in the bowling series by a score
of 1335 to 1082. The high score of
219, was made by Yates and the high
by Mackie. Only two
average, 1U7
games were bowled, as the Fire De- partment team thought they had no
chance to win.
From 37 to 58 Degrees The weath-- j
er was again cool yesterday, the mer-- j
cury ranging from 37 to 5S degrees.
The average relative humidity was 54
per cent. The lowest temperature
last night was 40 degrees and the tern-- j
perature at 6 o'clock this morning was
41 degrees.
There was a light rain
last night and early this morning
amounting, the expert say, to 0:21 of an
inch. It was sufficient to make parts
of the streets muddy to the disgust of
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
cyclists who had no mud guards. A!
by local applications, as they cannot year ago today the maximum was 69!
reach the diseased portion of the ear. and tihe minimum 38 degrees with 100
There is only one way to cure deaf- per cent of sunshine.
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an BIDS FOR NEW MEXICO
inflamed condition of the mucous linPENITENTIARY SUPPLIES, j
Bids for supplies for the New Mexi-- j
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb- co Penitentiary for six months ending
ling sound or imperfect hearing and November 30th, 1910, will be .opened
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is and awarded by the Board of Commis- the result, and unless the inflamma- sioners, on Friday, June 3d, 1910. All
tion can be taken out and this tube re- samples must be delivered at the office
stored to its normal condition, hear- of the superintendent, not later than
9 a. m., June 3d.
and
Specifications
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- proposal blanks will be furnished on
to the superintendent,
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam- application
Mexico penitentiary, Santa Fe
New
ed condition of the mucous surface.
Mexico.
We will give One Hundred Dollars New
Very truly yours,
for any case of Deafness (caused by
CLEOFES ROMERO,
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Superintendent.
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
Nature's Remedies for Disease.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Nature provides more effective remSold by Druggists, 75c.
edies in the roots and herbs of the
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
field than were ever produced from
Take Hall's Family Pills for
drugs.
Thirty years ago, Lydia E. Pinkham
of Lynn, Mass., discovered and gave
to the women of the world a' remedy
made from roots and herbs, which has
proved more efficacious in curing women's disesase than any other medi&
cine the world has ever known, and
today Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is lookedtupon everywhere
Telephone No 140 Red
as the standard remedy for woman's
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
ills.
best-know-
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MULLIGAN & RISING
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
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All kinds of Garden and Fidd Seeds.
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If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
are not rusty.
Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
the thought that our store is the place to buy realiable (hardware.
Phone
No.;i4.

If it's Hardware

W90jJjS

We have it.

AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

'

J
f!

V

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

OTZTlS?f.
85

"hone
No. 14,

od

WHOLESALE
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Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
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Steam Coal.

T.

f

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

Telephone

111
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SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flonr, Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF

NAVAJO BLANKETS AT

ill

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
No Need to Cut.

S . E. Corner of Plaza.

FRESH EGGS

CREAM

MILK

ICE CREAM

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
.

Protection for yourself enuind anAbstrnet Do you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which you now own?

As a

Abstracts of Title,
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
Furnished by

Santa Fe, N,

Catron Block

PIAJMOttOS

ftB Qa

M

YONTZ watches!

MANUFACTURER OP

IgHt

Prices

Right Good
Right 9orvl

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Aii4 ftlAfis. China an4

1 345 San Franeisco M.

mm MnMiii

-

Eyas Tested and ?J

Ottsd by Up.?,.
Date Methods

Siluanui..
SANTA KE, H. m.

ZOOK'
PHARMACY
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MUST BELIEVE IT.
When Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell It So Plainly.
When public endorsement Is made
by a representative citizen of Santa
Fe the proof is positive. You must
believe it. Read this testimony. Every backache sufferer, every wan, woman or child with any kidney trouble
will find profit in the reading.
Hilario Baca, Delgado Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: ''About two anu
a half years ago I gave a public
statement telling of my experience
with and opinion of Doan's Kidney
Pills. They completely rid me of
pains in my back which had troubled1
me off and on for months. When
stooped or brought any strain on my
loins, I suffered severely and there
were various other symptoms which
convinced me that my trouble came
from disordered kidneys. I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling Burrows & Co's. drug store and they
brought prompt relief. I continued
taking Doan's Kidney Pills and it
wa snot long before every symptom
The
of my trouble had disappeared.
fact that I have had no return attack
warrants me in again expressing my
high opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the Unin

ted States.
Remember the name
take no other.

Doan's

and

It Is an admitted fact that real es
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that Quickest and bst results axe
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.

PHILIPPINE

No

CLIMATE GOOD

Heal Except
Where Needed

Declares Capitain Hillgrove,
Here to Visit George
Curry

Dishes hot food well
cooked kitchen cool. No
underdone food no
overheated kitchen in

WORK

AMD

WORRY

KILLED

Officer.
that it

was

hard work and

in
A.
Hillgrove, of the U. S. bureau of navigation and who was slightly wounded

worry that killed many Americans

in the battle of Manila, stated in an
interview today that his ten years' experience in the islands leads him to
believe that the climate there is all
right for almost any one going there
from the United States.
Captain Hillgrove is registered at
the Claire, having arrived here last
-

that the

name-plat-

e

FRATERNAL

SOCIETIES.

there.

MASONIC.

ft
Wells F arg o & mmmm
express

toera!

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

ascertaining whether the allegations are borne out by facts.
"We see less liberality toward persons seeking divorce in the eastern
states; but here in the west, where
persons become acquainted quicker
and friendships are not so prolonged
and close before marriage, such restrictions would almost stop the marway of

Tn-oa?ho-

j

Pay $50.00 get a receipt for $100.00
" 25.00
"
50.00
"
"
"
15.00
30.00

Fi& Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Sumes, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9

Our P:iais are tbaJowast New YorK Prices.

EYLES MUSIC
All Popular Sheet Music.

GO.
East Side Plaza.

j

i

When in Meed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

8. CL

Caspar Avenue

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of
S

the Southwest

8RGERE. Manager for New Mexico.

Santa Ft,

Catron Slock

N. M,

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m., arrive
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.

the rate of

$5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special J40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point

J. W. STOCKARD, managir
11ME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS

Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a, m. to connect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. 3 from the east, returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to connect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
d
passpassengers for No. 2
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa P'e 6:30 p. m. with No.
l's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to conf
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounReturnWhen you are in a hurry and want and Nos. 4 and 8
at
m.
11:10
e.
Santa
arrive
Fe
ing
a good outfit come here for single or
double
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
LIVERY.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
healthy horses and i m.
fine carriages are here and subject to
Train arrives from the north at 4
j
your order. We want your business p. m.
livery line and will appreci' in the
ate iL
New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a, n
4
RISING
WILLIAMS
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 i
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red, m.
east-boun-

.

ings.

Publication of the filing of the petition for divorce should be required in
the community where the couple lives.
"The most important change needed at present is in carrying out our
laws," Judge Hinkle said. "We are
often imposed upon by colonists from
eastern, central and southern states
jand by residents of the Dominion of
Canada, who come to the west chifly
for the purpose of divorce, and where
the suit is not contested we have no

0. BARNES. Aocnt

.
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OFFER

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fergo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, T K A V ELhR b'
HONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDER'.
the United States. Canada. Mn ico
Payable
and ali Foreign Countries,
ft PITTANCES SENT SY TELEGRAPH.

0

stituted.
The trial judge should have the
power to bring offending persons into
court by warrant and inflict punishment as part of the divorce proceed-

Express Fttrwaraer
TO

AH

FOR TEN DAYS ONLY

east-boun-

Good-lookin-

;

Better
than ever

IN CLASS

Superintendent.

reads "NEW PERFECTION."

Si.

SCHOOL

Ittie rain or snow during session.
all graduEleven Officers aud Instructor-ates from statdard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heatid. light
edjand modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoou. President; W
Ci, Hamilton. Vice Preside!,.; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; VV. M. Atkinson Secretary, and VV
A FlDlay
For particulars an! Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

'-

CASH

RANK

Through Academic course, preparing young

It was from the decks of the U. S.
battleship Boston that Captain Hill- MEXICO HOUSE CLEANING
Montezuma Lodge No
Islands
the
rove first saw
Philippine
FOR ITS BIG DAY.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg and he took part in the bombardment
habit."
ular communications of Manila by Dewey's fleet and was One
Hundredth Anniversary of Inde- rying
first Monday of eac) wounded in the leg. He remained in
pendence to be Celebrated
WILL EXPEND $3,000,000
month at Masonic ha the islands and was advanced in the
on September 1.
,
m.
ON AN ORCHARD.
at 7.30
service.
H. H. DOR MAN,
stories
of
lots
nave
been
"There
Mexico City, May IS. These are Eighty Thousand Apple Trees Now
Acting Master about the alleged unhealthy condition
busy
days in the capital of the MexGrowing and Four Hundred Thouof
that
terrors
the
ALAN K. McCORD, Secretary.
cf the islands and
ican
for preparations for the
nation,
sand Saplings to Be Planted.
climate. I want to say right here that
Fe Chapter No. 1, I think the climate of the Philippines greatest celebration in the history of
Santa
Boise, Idaho. May IS. Arrangebp. Ti. A. M. Regular con
this country are being actively car- ments have been completed by a synis all right even when a man goes
vocation second Monday of there as I did from a cool climate like ried on.
dicate of London, eastern and westThe people here are "house clean- ern capitalists to expend $2,000,000 in
each month at Masonic that of Maine. This talk of the heat
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
prostrating our men and hurrying ing," and this applies to the govern- the purchase and development of
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. them to early graves is not based on ment as well as to individuals, for an
acres of orchard lands on the
edict
officials
from
the
forth
mesa in Payette valley, Idaho.
Council
has
was
hard
gone
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
it
facts. In my opinion
work and worry that lowered the vi- that all improvements now in progress Eighty thousand apple trees are now
Santa Fe Commandery No tality of many Americans who set out must be concluded by the first day of growing on 1,000 acres and 400,000
1, K. T. Regular conclave to perform great tasks in the islands September, a date that will usher in a saplings will be set out next fall and
fourth. Monday in each and it is well) known that hard work month of entertainment both educa- during the spring of 1911. The chief
month at Masonic Hall at and worry work ravages with any con- tional and otherwise, such as the peo- varieties are Rome Beauty, Jonathan,
7:30 p. m.
In
Winesap, and Xewtown Pippin.
stitution. It was not dissipation but ple have never known before.
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
broke down the health of
The program for events day by day terested in the project are E. M. Huntthat
worry
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
many a man sent to the Philippine includes many novel features that will er, representing Chicago and Des
Moines bankers and railroad officials;
Islands.
appeal to the fancy of visitors and S.
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1
F. Champien, representing London,
to
be
work
lots
of
hard
was
residents of every variety of taste and
"There
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Chicago and San Francisco interests;
Uncle Sam took hold of the talent.
done
since
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
M. Heighe, president of the
islands and there is more work to be Great public buildings will be inau Colonel &E.
on the third Monday of each month
Pacific
Idaho
Railway Company and
is no exaggera- gurated, stately monuments will be unhut
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in accomplished, the it
and
horticulturists
of Idaho.
engineers
are
islands
will
that
pacified veiled, silver tongued orators
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. tion to say
It is announced, that the orchard,
are
out
there
very
conditions
will
make
and
splendid
speeches,
parades
which will be the largest single holdVisiting Scottish Rite Masons are corpass through the streets, historical
gratifying."
dially invited to attend.
ing in the northwest, is y be oper
Food is Good.
pageants will be viewed by countless ated as a commercial
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
proposition, the
in
the
out
Sam's
That Uncle
boys
thousands, the best theatrical talent owners dealing
Venerable Master
with mer-- j
directly
islands are well fed and well cared in the world will hold the boards at chants in eastern and western
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
points,
anwas
a
dietetic
while
in
for from
the playhouses,
tne evenings also
standpoint
Secretary.
developing a market in London
other declaration of the captain. "We there will be brilliant displpays of and the
continent.
have Chinese cooks out there and fireworks in the large plazas, or parks.
B. P. O. C.
The Mexican centennial, celebrat THE BAKER FAMILY
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., they are really wonders," he added.
HAS ITS INNING.
holds its regular session on the sec- 'They know how to take what is to be ing the one hundredth anniversary of
most appetiz- the independence of the nation, will
ond and iourth Wednesday of each had out there and make
month. Visiting brothers are invited ing and nourishing dishes. If there is begin on the first day of September Daughters of Rebekah at Colfax,
a secert in cooking food in tropical and close on the last day of the month.
Wash., Will Be Governed by
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
Officers of That Name.
Ample preparations will be made to
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler. countries they have learned it."
Colfax, Wash., May 18. Vernon
Captain Hillgrove called this morn- take care of the visitors, among whom
Secretary.
ing on Governor Mills and on several will be thousands of people from the Lodge No. 13, Daughters of Rebekah,
officials. He then visited sever- United States.
at Colfax, Wash., will be governed by
other
Knights of Pythias.
members of three families of the name
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2,. Knights of al old buildings in the city and was
of Baker. The officers-elec- t
are: No
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d agreeably surprised to hear Spanish RADICAL REFORM IN
DIVORCE LAWS ADVOCATED. ble grand, Mrs. Manley Baker; vice
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I. spoken on the streets. It reminded him
with a
O. O. F. hall. San Francisco St. Visit- of Manila and he conversed
grand, Miss Rea Baker; secretary,
number of people in Spanish. "This Uniform Statutes Desired But Not a Miss Hazel Baker; treasurer, Miss
ing Knight's invited to attend.
Julia Baker. The Misses Rea and HaNational Act Publication of
climate of yours is certainly bracing,"
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
zel Baker are sisters, but the others
Petition Is Urged.
said the captain as he took a deep
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
are not related. Following the instalSpokane, Wash., May 18. Radical lation, at which the ceremonies will be
reforms in the divorce laws of the performed by officials bearing the
western states are advocated by name of Baker, the members of the
Judge J. D. Hinkle of the Spokane lodge, which has ISO names on its list,
county superior court. He does not will be entertained at a baked bean
believe that a national
law would banquet by the bakers. Members of
solve the problem; though, he says, the order in Spokane and other points
uniform statutes by the various states in eastern Washington and norther'
might result in much good. Here are Idaho will attend the installation servsome of the restrictions he recom- ices, and it is expected there will also
mends as supplemental
to existing be several representatives of the grand
lodge of the state of Washington. Oflaws:
ficials of the order in this city say
cause
for
the
Where
divorce
origiFor Evary Dollar you pay as first payment up to
nates in another state, the plaintiff there is not another subordinate lodge
should establish three years' resi in the country where all the officers
dence in the state in which the di- i bear the same name.
'
vorce is to be granted. Corroborative
i
evidence should also be required in i.
all cases.
We will give you a receipt for double the amount
Persons seeking legal separation
should live apart at least two years
before a suit for divorce can be in-

SPECIAL

r

men for college or for buslrifss life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the gardes
spot of the West at an e'evatfon of 3,700
feet above sea leve!, cmshlue everv day. but

Every dealer everywhere; if not at yours, write for Descriptive Circular
to the nearest agency of the

breath, "and I think every one here
ought to be enjoying good health,
though I do not imagine much exercise is needed in this country when
every breath must be a tonic."

Iiipi-cto-

"A."

It has a Cabinet Top with shelf for keeping plates and food
hot. Drop shelves for the coffee pot or saucepans, and nickeled
towel racks.
enamel chimneys. The nickel
It has long turquoise-blu- e
finish, with the bright blue of the chimneys, makes the stove very
attractive and invites cleanliness. Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners;
the 2 and
stoves can be had with or without Cabinet.
CAUTIONARY NOTE : Be sure yoo get this stove-s-ee

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Th Wert Point of th Southweev
uiW-d
t.y War Departmed
Army Ofl'.cer
Army

Sa-m-

If you are in need of anything, try
a New MexicaD Want Ad.

.-T-

Mew IreriSeiioit
i! CR-sfov-e

the Philippine Islands, Captain J.

night. He is on a leave of absence
and will visit relatives in Maine, the
home of his boyhood. His physical
appearance would lead one to bel'evo
that he has been none the worse for a
long sojourn in the tropical climate o
the far away isles. The captain is a
warm personal friend of former Governor George Curry, whom he expects
to meet in this city. The captain and
were together in
the
when Mr. Curry was governor ot
that province and together they saw
some thrilling times during the pacification of the islands by the United
States. Captain Hillgrove was in
charge of the coast guard service

'

lc

summer. Everything hot
when wanted. Heat under perfect control and
concentrated.
The blue flame is all
heat no smoke no
odor no dirt. These are
some of the advantages in using the

Dissipation and Tropical Fevers
Not to Blame Says Naval
Dec-lurin-

New Mexico Military Institute

d.
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iNliv, JL.XluA.N, SANTA J?E,

An old friend of the New Mexican
now arc out tutted with the oversight
of mining- conditions and practices." and one of the leading citizens of the
He believes that the methods of pro- southwest writes the New Mexican as
adopted in many follows and the compliment is appreTHE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
jection and control
about as good as ean ciated:
are
states
of
the
P.
FRANK
STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
"I have read with much interest the
Vice President. b enforced under existing circumEditor and President.
cites as an example of statements of Judge McFie and Mr.
and
stances,
r
K.
Secretary-TreasureJOHN
STAUFFER,
'this; view i he legislation and state reg Crandall anent the Indian tempest in
ulations of Colorado, with which he is a tea pot, in Taos, and it seems to me
Entered as Second Class Matter :.t the Santa Fe Fostofflee.
'familiar boih as a legislator and as an that it is "up to' the 'Denver Post' to
.$3.15 individual observer of
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
metlh- take it all back, but the dish of crow
mining
25
Daily per week by carrier
states
Teller
Mr.
that b so unsavory that I have my doubts
2.00
ods.
positively
Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier....
time
federal government has and can about its doing so. However,
1 no the
months
six
Weekly,
Daily, per month, by mail
unsmcuon wnaiever over tne will tell, rne reliable oia ew .viexi- no
have
.75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year: by mail
mining conditions in the several pan was as usual moderate and cor- states, yei he thinks that the new reel."
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
bureau will not be likely to confine its
to gathering and dissemi- attention
rt- i
Mayor Arthur Seligman is to be
tn
efnt
in
Xew
Mexico.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper
as many advocates commended for his determination to
;
information,
nating
s
every postothce in the Territory, and has a large and growing efrculatf) ihave said it would,, but will attempt clean up the town morally. This is
to make new or additional regulations needed even more than the physical
among the intelligent and progress ive people of the Southwest.
as some broken-heartedesigned to control mining practice, .clean-up- ,
not.
be
could
these
and
wives might testify if
probably
Although
parents
UNIONIS
enforced, owing to lack of authority, sll(.n testimony were for the public.
Mr. Teller predicts that an effort to As jonf, as red lights are permitted to
them through the force of pub- - YAXV
apply
anywhere within the city
aeter begin? Most assuredly in what- - lie opinion will be made and will prob- - limits no boy nor girl, no matter how
WHY BOYS FAIL.
in.
that ever kind of a home he started
It is a tremendous question
ably have some success. He cites the tender the age, is safe and no home is
The bov who has push, initiative, experience with the forest service as so tot.tifiecl as to be immune.
confronts the graduates from the
schools and colleges each year and honesty, control of his habits, even an anai0g0ns' example illustrating how
tnere are so many phases to it that no though his Latin may be abominable
federai bureau may succeed in
speaker ever exhausts - and bis grammar not always of tihe vadjng tne province of the several
HACK LINE
lhe college-brethe problem or lacks material for ad- best,: forges ahead,
states in matters nof technically with WOO
vising the young fellow who is about boy without these qualities, but pos-t- in its scope.
Prom
enter life with but a hazy idea of jsessing a diploma, falls by the way-hoto go about it. An important side.
TAOS
BARRANCA
THE MISSION OF HUMOR.
I do not mean to be understood as
phase, that of honesty and energy, is
or
an
ot
educaThe
South
Meets
North
"funny
value
Both
papers,"
Professor
the
discussed in plain terms by
arguing against
A. L. Larkin of Chicago, and it is tion, i say, educate every boy, even colored supplements to the Sunday paBounds Trains.
worth while for parents to ponder his if he must work his way through his pers are atrocious, both from the arand
yet
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
studies. But and this is an import-- tistic and literary standpoint,
words
culti- - tne n0rth bound train and arrives at
when
mission
his
a
fulfill
education
the
of
ant
they
education
that
an
pause
begin
they
"I gave my boy
in vate a sense of humor. Says the Taos at 7 p. m.
cost me $1,800," said a mother of mod- character before the education
Ten miles shorter than any other
Washington Herald:
erate means to me, 'and at twenty-on- e books is started.
It is a million times more important;
"The nation that lacks a sense of way. Good covered hack and good
years of age he can earn only ten
dollars a week, and 1 think he has that he should be ihonest in business humor has a poor start in the race for teams.
every bad habit under the sun. What's than brilliant in trigonometry. The- supremacy. It has a handicap from ETeiy Tlilsag dene to Make Fas.
world at large is as hungry for hones- the beginning.
Our national idea of
tihe use of schools?"
eengei Coiaafcrtafcle.
1
humor may change, but the ability to
might have talked very plainly in ty in individuals as it is for food.
Eouad
Mr. MacVeagh, of President Taft's appreciate a joke is necessary for the
Trip
answering this mother, but 1 could not
have convinced her of the truth of cabinet, said to me last winter:
fullest development of national c'har- "We need a greater development of ;acter. The English joke does not
what I might have said to her upon
in young and old. There )eaj to tne American, and our witti-niuthe subject of her son. Why argue,
be a higher national and a high-- ' cisms are generally lost on the Eng-e- r
then?
But is education the universal papersonal regard for honesty."
ilishman. But that is immaterial. The
Rear Admiral "Bob" Evans said to faf remains that the Briton, the Ger
nacea for making a boy a real man?
If you will step into Marshall Field me onlv a dav ago:
man, the Frenchman, and the Ameri- "One of the main reasons why our:can all have a sense o humor which
& Company's, or into The Fair, or ini
Tt
i
i
m
nir
to Mandel's, or Macy's. or
navy is so strong is that we have boys aids them along life's pathway and oasKeti leaves ivi onaay tuesaay
in
are
who
and
think
honest."
it
or any other great corporaReturns Thursday and Friday.
helps smootfit out the rough places.
Mr. Mitchell, president
of the Iilli- tion I might name, you will find num0
was a time when Joe Miller's AGENCY" at O. K
"There
Barber.Shop
berless high school and college bred nois Trust and Savings Bank, says:
jest book and the family almanac were
"Boys who think and boys who have considered part and parcel of the lares Mrs F O. BROWN Ajjent
boys, boys upon whom education has
been lavished by rich and poor par- character need not worry about ulti- and
Phone No 23 Red
penates of every home. Later
ents, boys from the city and boys from mate success in their work."
came Josh Billings and Bill Nye, along
Is not this testimony sufficient to with M.
the farm, who are barely earning an
Quad, but this style of appeal
existence, and who never will earn iniuress upon any mother the fact that to the risibilities has passed, and later
character-buildinshould be the first
more than an existence.
came such men as Mark Twain and
In the same establishments you will education of the child?
Eli
Perkins; and these were followed
The discipline of books is superb
find American, German, Scandinavian,
fables in slang of George Ade,
the
by
SHOP
English boys who never were' educat- - and a boy who can give regular time and similar writings. From time to
ed, in the ordinary sense of the to good books is making friends who time we
change; but from youth to
For
word, "bossing" the "educated" boys never will desert him. Yet he is
And the
we appreciate humor.
year? the only
age
more salary than tlhey, stead- less if, in mastering Caesar, or Homer,
of this is found in newsfirst
evidence
class
tonsorial parlor
best
ily advancing in the estimation of or geometry, lie has forgotten to mas-thei- r paper pages and the high class comic
in
Fe.
Santa
ander himself.
My secretary
employers.
weeklies. London has its Punch,
There is in the conversation of our Paris its Rire, and Berlin its
chief stenographer is a Polish boy who
OUR NEW FITCH
Fliegende
.
indiffer-lifenever was in school a day in his young of today a tremendous
TREATMENT
Tn
this country we have
Blaetter.
Yet I can depend on him in any t nee to the essential ethics of life,
While on the s
and
Puck
Life,
Judge,
rl tn
nro
nt nnlir
Tnere is a flippancy of speech about
emergency.
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
James J. Hill has two confidential the truth, morals, dress, finances, that humorists.
nthfir sc.Aln iri"ir,:!.t,irms
Wp n.lsn
employes upon whom lie absolutely re- grates on the ears and pains the heart,
"After reading the tragedies of life
Q
f ol,
,trr.nata
lies. One never was in school, and I cannot believe this would be so if
a paper and the
one is a college graduate. Both have it. were not true that sudh subjects on the first page of
hair and facial tonics.
and
results
baseball
boxing comment popular
extraordinary abilities. One came were lightly treated at home by tne on the
DE LUXE QUININE &
HERPICIDE.
the
average
sporting pages,
from a farm and one from the city, elders.
in
finds
some
relaxation
American
A
Y.
narents
freniient
comnlaint of
M. C. A. workBATHS BATHS BATHS
Two of the principal
on
ers in the United Slates this day are bpard thesf .lavs is ibt inn much re- - reading the high class humor found
the editorial page of practically every
what, might be called "uneducated" sponsibility is being placed upon them
con
men. They came up to their present fnr thp mnral rnnrlitim, nf th pbilrt "'euopoiuiui uauj. This is the
AgeLts HUBBS LAUNDRY
food
to
otherwise
his
nutritive
diment
in
me:
of
One
asked
mother
eminence out of a pit
ignorance
and it
up his spirits and Phone us, we willbegladtocallfor your
which no school existed.
"Has not my pastor a responsibility? makes brightens
able to return to laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
him
better
who
have
men
of
the
Three of
today
Why do I contribute to the support of his tasks. The cares of life are op- and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
been instrumental in the provoking of the schools?"
All work is guaranteed: your
pressive enough and the average huHie wave of temperance now sweepsocks are mended and buttons
dear inadame," I replied, "the man being needs to forget them at
"My
sewed on you shirts, without
ing the country never got beyond the schools and the church are agencies times. Humor on the
stage is one
extra charge.
seventh grade in school. The fore- for secular and moral education, but
form of relaxation, but unfortunately
most railway electrical expert in the
they can only take the child as you it is no longer a high class of humor, PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
world today never reached the high
pass it to them from the home. If you The musical comedy may be entranc- school. The largest, richest, most ima child to a contagious disease
expose
and may be diverting, but it is not cSS
portant merchant in the world of this in your nome ana tnen senu u out- - jng
m
and one does not get the IS
elevating
saw
college. The highest side, in seven cases out of ten it will Dest results from some
day never
which
plays
authority on construction mathema- pass the disease to others. If the conceal their humor under salacious- tics in the world is a graduate of two moral atmosphere of your home is ness.
colleges. The foremost railway build- weak and diseased, in a majority of
"The nation is safe as long as smiles
er in the world is a college graduate. cases the undeveloped child will go
can be wreathed over the faces of
The best fanner I know is a Yale man to church and sclhool
morally weak the great middle class. The pace set
and the most capable man on the Pa- and morally diseased.
The primary in our business world is a
common
rapid one,
nama canal never received a
for a child that fails in and few men are
responsibility
of keeping it
capable
school education.
the outside world rests with you."
up steadily. They have no time for
these af
I cite these conlraditions
In the matter of mere educational varatinns
nnrl littlp Hm
fivpn fnr tlio
firmations and denials to
haH schools and colleges, I believe that we theater but they have time for glanc.
on mothers, who particularly
wasting today vast sums of money.
charge of the education of the boys, (areBut in the education that makes a ing down a ha coumn of jokes
a good story with the point
that education is not all: that the uu,v
,m e wuu.u p.e.r. ueaui uj iy reading
'Where prices are lowest
elearlv developed: and these little
school or the college in itself cannot
ing, oDscurity to tame won tnrougn br,ght spots ,., each day ,eep the men.
make the boy the successful man.
eternal poverty rather than tal machinery well balanced and help
He must have something else than thievery,
for safe quality"
dishonor
a woman, we are
to prolong life and make it worth the
education within him, and that some- short in work and expenditure.woefully
is
It
thing must be inspired from within his beginning to show in our national life, living, despite the tumult and tribuation ftat beset the man of affairs up. SOne
home, or all the schools and books in
Resolution to Make
particularly in country life and it on all sides."
the world heaped one upon the other never
will be remedied until there is
cannot save him.
a radical change in the amount of upEdward Ridley Finch, a Yale
Another side of the picture: I have lifting, thoughtful, moral work done in
and a Republican lawyer, makes
What other 1910Resolu
before me statistics showing six prin- our homes by the parent.
statement in the latest
the
astounding
tion you may make
cipal reasons why over one thousand
issue of the Independent that the num- boys were expelled during the last two
THE BUREAU OF MINES.
ber of fraudulent votes cast in an
years from the higher schools and colResolve now that you will
s
Xew
nual election in the Borough of
Mexican
has
advocated
I
for
the
the
of
procountry.
give
leges
never
falls
below
and
30,000
at KAUNK & OO. the
trade
the
hattan,
of
a
establishment
were
Bureau
one
thousand
portions in which
of Mines, just as it advocates the es- - in elections considered important far
dismissed:
coming year. It Is a resoluHere are six vital reasons why boys tablishment of a national department- exceeds that number. In other words, t
tion in your own interest, for
are cries of fraud in New
who have supposedly come out of good of public health. The strongest argu- there
it means the best possible
that can be urged against these lco, although the total vote hardly
American homes have failed of an edto the national administra- - ceeds the number of fraudulent
table supplies at lowest posucation:
divisions is that of "Bureaucracy," .lots cast in the metropolis of the conn-ansible
For utter inability and stupidity . .200
prices.
for Americans
and especially try on an important 'election day, and
210
For downright laziness
those of the West, the word Bureauc- yet, the nation does not doubt New
191
For lying
in- - York's fitness to be a state, although
has terrors. The methods
racy
176
For drunkenness
eluded under the term are
to serious minded people it has been
Think it over isn't KAUNE
159
For gambling
can but wil! accompany a concentra- - a question for some time whether the
64
For immorality
St Co, the logical store for yon
tion of government such as is inevit- Empire. State really is fit to govern
Now, if we turn to the business able where a nation reaches unwield- - itself.
to patronize through 1910.
world and ask John G. Shedd, or John ly proportions as Russia has for in- W. Scott, or George Westinghouse, stance. But these methods will make
The boys of the central school
employers of great resources, what are headway, no matter, under what guise building under the, leadership of their
the principal reasons for the failure or in what form government is admin- - teachers yesterday afternoon wielded
of boys in work, they will not reply Istered. Still, former U. S. Senator
and rake on the school grounds
"
or "no education at Teller of Colorado, a good friend of spade
and put in flower seeds with the expec- nil," but they will say, stupidity, lazi- New Mexico, sums up the objections tation of a bountiful crop of blossoms
& COMPANY
ness, drunkenness, lying, gambling quite forcibly even though not con- - this summer. It is good work and the
and immorality.
vincingly, when he says "that the zest with which the boys went at. it
And what are these traits? Noth- work of the Bureau of Mines will al- - augurs "well for the future of school
ing more or less than lack of charac- most inevitably bring it Into conflict gardening and of other gardens in
ter. And where does the boy's char- - with the work of state authorities who Santa Fe.
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$150,000
80.000

""Vansacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans mone on the most iavorable terms on all kiivJs of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bor.ds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to ali parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any moiiey transmiting agency; 'public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate oi three
per cent per annum, on six months or years.' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products,
lhe bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
aid ain:s to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- s ing. Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
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FARE
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WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

j

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

For Best Laundry Work

Wana-maker'-

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

PENAL LAIIIHY

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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X

IfSlr

WASHINGTON AVENUE

JSy

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN
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j313131

KERR'S
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PLAZA BARBER
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GROCERS
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Cammodiotis Sample Ifosm
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Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
a Good

FIRST CLASS CAPE
IN CONNECTION

One,
PRESS THE BUTTON

We Are
Now

TVE DO

TpE

REST,;

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
sapper ready to eat and, yon will not have to

Serving

wait.

Our Increasing patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours.

THE HOTEL CORONADO
RATES

:

1

$1.00

A DAY AND UP

G.LUPK HERRERA
Proprietor

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW. MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the City Im connection with Hotel. .First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men.
Give us a trial If you want first class service,
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

NAVAJO, CHIMAY0 and

BALLETA

Man-year-

Mex-men-

bal-tiv- e

BLANKETS
THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30-

3

San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p. m.

NOR9.M

i-

""

H. S. KAUNE

"over-education-

PHONE 26

THESE PRICES TALK
CMMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
oc "
NATURAL WOOL
,:
IVAR CLUBS

,

TOM TOMS
BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKE1S

CANDELARIO

25c

30s

I5c

"

"

'

"' u

"

65c per pound and up

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.
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YOU CANT BUY A THING

WITH THE MONEY

MCMTIflN aj

OCOCflAi II

ARE YOU GWfT FISHIN MR. SPORTMAN?

J. L. Amos of
is at Gregg's
hotel.
W. D. Slipa was a visitor in Las Vegas yesterday.
G. Davis, selling Selz shoes, is here
from the Windy City.
E. R. Bartlett, a railroad man of To- j
peka. is at the Clair
.1.
Thompson a business man of Den-ver is at the Coronadu.
E. R. Paul made a business visit to
Aibuem me yesterday.
.Mrs. .1. I). Sena who is suffering with
tonsilitis is reported better today.
Mrs. G. F. McXitt, court stenograph-- j
er, returned last evening from Taos,
E. S. AYaddles, a dry goods salesman-oSt. Joseph, Mo., is at the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Clark of Alcalde,!
Rio Arriba county, are at the Palace
A. Y. Terrell of the Hock Island,
and whose home is in AmariHo, Texas,1
lis in the city on business.
Miss Edith Matthews who has been
visiting in Santa Fe has returned to
her home at Albuquerque.
HydroKiauher J. B. Stewart went to
Bank'OXE DOLLAR A DAY $6 a week for only one year, and. leave 'Buckman today to measure the fjow
it stay for 30 years.. At 3 per cent compound interest this will amount to of the Rio Grande at that point.'
A dispatch from Tularosa to the Eli
$75S.16; at 4 per cent compound interest this will amount to $1,010.88 a
Paso Herald says that former Gover-- i
snug sum for old age.
nor Curry is verv ill at his home.
Make OUR Bank YOL'R Bank.
Mrs. P. F. Herlow and Miss N. S.
We pav liberal interest consistent with safety.
Herlow of Portland, Ore., are visiting,
&
CO. Mrs. T. A. Herlow of this city.
County,. Superintendent M. F. Des-- '
.
T
,,
(xuitiitis nas returned to ias vegas
after spending Sunday in Santa Fe. '
District Attorney and Mrs. C. W. G.
BOY LOTS in the COLLEGE SUB DIVISION
'Ward, of Las Vegas, passed through
Santa Fe on their way home from''
OF
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some
neet
tackle, and a few other
We've got 'em all, everything
supplies.
i::ni n i:n.
that vou need. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.

If you arc f

.xfo? Trcfut.
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COME IN AND GET ACQUAINTED WITH HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

f

His Time is Yours

.

Put it
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UNITED STATES BANK
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Las Cruces
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than ever before.

ff

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

X4(

&, COMPANY
Sole Agents in Santa Fe.
Phone. Red Ho. 189

&
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Wil-lar- d

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
Dealers in Fumit'ifr

muiMfr

All kinds of furnishings from ehinaware to stoves, and
table
ranges, Also a fine assortment of desks, chairs, babies.
for the
and bat racks. Wagner folding
go-car- ts

They are GREVTM
Looi over our stock aud see if there isn't
something to interest you.

PR.ETTX6Wo'r
'S

n

3-- 4

4

FINE LINE OF Carpets and Rags FOR THE HOUSE

CO.

Hardware.

i"

Z&Aft?;

Windows

Taos.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, the well
known attorney, is here on his way
to Las Vegas. He has been attending
court at Taos.
L. H. Robla and James Hart of ChWholesale & Retail
in
icago, are in the city on their way to'
Dealers in
the Valley Ranch where they will
spend the summer.
Warden Clofes Romero of the territorial penitentiary has gone to Las Vegas to assist the family in getting
St. Louis at New York.
ready to move to Santa Fe.
Detroit, at Boston.
Mrs. Elsie Clark, who has been visii O v.-- '
V f--j
Cleveland at Washington
iting friends in the east, is at the Palace htel and will soon leave for her
THAT IF A LADY HAS A PRETTY SHOE
Ihome in Alcalde, Rio Arriba county.
MARKET
Frank Jennings, an attorney of
IT MAKES ANY DRESS LOOK NICE.
and J. Leahy, the well known atMONEY AND METALS.
torney of Raton, are at the Claire.
WHAT IS MORE FASCINATING TWAT A
New York, May IS Call money
They have been attending court at
Taos.
uer cent; Prime mercantile
PRETTY FOOT IN A
t 5 per cent; Mexican
Mr. and Mrs. ,7. Frank Curns left for paper 4
SOME FOLKS DOriT GIVE
zt-- "
Mound this forenoon where jlars 44; Amalgamated 69
bid;
Central
York
101
Xew
Curtis will be cashier for the new jettison
U S W W J f I tf WN M ToTU Wl
(j
Southern
bank and will also engage in the prac- - 120
Reading 132
82
182
Steel
125
U.
P.
ciiic
law.
of
Captain T. A. Hillgrove of the U. S. pfd. 118.
Navigation Bureau, and who resides! New York, May 18. Lead firm $4.35
in Manila P. I., is at the Claire hotel.! 4.40; copper firmer, standard spot
He is on a leave of absence and is and July $12.37
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
touring the country.
Mrs. O. C. King whose husband forChicago, 111., May 18. Wheat July
Sent. 100
merly lived here, is at the Palace
tel on her way from Seligman AriCorn July
Sept. 62
zona, to her former home in Espanola. Mr. and Mrs. King's house burned
Oats July 40
Sept. 3S
down in Arizona and Mrs. King will! Pork July $23.10; Sept. $13.0t
J? ' - i
J
visit relatives until a new one is built.' 23.07
District Court Clerk Prank W.
Lard July $12.77
Sept. $12.05.
Shearon returned last evening from
Ribs July $12.72
Sept. $12.00.
Taos. He said that the term of court
WOOL MARKET.
Wool steady;
was the best ever held in Taos and
St. Louis, Iay IS
that a large amount of business was territory and western mediums 18
disposed of. The people of Taos are 23; fine mediums 17(ft20; fine 1215.
Copyrikr,
by KrO'
LIVESTOCK.
all greatly pleased with the manner
that the court's business was handled Chicago, May 18. Cattle Receipts
Market steady to shade low17,000.
by Judge John R. McFie.
in h0e,5;
er. Reeves $5.60?t.8.60: Texas steers
western steers $5.10fi7.30;
$51(6.40;
stackers and feeders $46.60; cows
u-and heifers $2.75i?7.25; calves $5.50
coming
7.50.
HOW THEY STAND.
mean-600p-5Market
Hogs
Receipts 21,000.
National League.
strong to shade higher. Light $9.45
tyle-mixed
$9.40f?9.80; heavy
Won. Lost P. C. 9.771-2- ;
come
S
63ti $9.35?.75; rough $9.359.55; good to
14
Pittsburg . . :
GOOD.
9
12
.571 choice heavy $9.55fi 9.75; pigs $9. 15ft
Cincinnati
bulk
.545
12
10
9.6a;
?9.6o(ay.i&.
Philadelphia
PRICED TO 5UIT EVERYBODY
Market
Receipts 15,000.
.542
11
Sheep
13
Chicago
Native
to
ten
lower.
$46.90;
TO
FROM
12
.538 weak
14
New York
6.85; yearlings $6.50
480 western $4
13
12
St. Louis..
west17
9
.346 7.90; lambs native $5.908.90;
Brooklyn .
ern
$6.508.90.
9
15
.275
Boston
Kansas City, May IS. Cattle Re- American League,
ceints
5,000 including 70 southerns.
C.i
Lost
P.
Won.
WE ARE
Market
strong to ten higher; Native
4
.810
.17
Philadelphia
steers
southern
steers
$5.908.35;
8
.
York
.036
.14
Xew
southern cows $35.75;
11
.577 $5.257.80;
Detroit .
.15
cows and heifers $3.257.20;
native
10
.565
.
.13
Cleveland
bulls
12
.520 stockers and feeders $46.10;
Boston .
.13
calves $3.757.25; west$4.406-50.
8
13
.381
.
.
Chicago
ern steers $5.758; western cows $4
17
.346
. 9
Washington
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
6.75.
. 4
18
.182
CLARENDON
St. Louis .
Market
Hogs
Receipts 12,000.
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
strong to five higher. Bulk $9.40
GARDEN
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY,
9.55; heavy $9.50(f?9.60; packers and
DESIGNS.
V. BOYLK Mgr.
R,
National League.
butchers $9.409.55; light $9.309.55;
Boston at Pittsburg.
ARK SELLING OT'T!
CL&RERDON
pigs $8.809.10.
POULTRY YARDS
FRESH LAID KGGS every day
Brooklyn at Chicago.
Market
Receipts 6,000.
Sheep
New York at Cincinnati.
bred
Pure
Roeks
barred
lambs
and
White "A'yandottes. Chickens
Muttons
Plymouth
$4.256.75;
steady.
are yarded in the orchard
under the trees and fed oti clean wholesome food
Philadelphia at St. Louis,
No
$78.75; fed western wethers and
of
Tuberculosis
nor
chance
Ptomaine poisoning.
only.
germs
American League.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
yearlings $57.25; fed western ewes
at
Chicago
Philadelphia.
$4.256.25.

Everything

WATSON

119 SanFrancisco St.

Fj

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

$5.00 down $5.00 a month, no interest, no
taxes, no moruige: a deed when the lots are
paid for. You can't, afford to let a GOOD investment like this go by when it coses you
only sixteen and two third cents a day.

O

all new and complete in every
detail ' our assortment f 'es
larger
and more conrmlete. thtn ever.
Ua Loi.a l.noo sA c male Via aire tc anrl Avsmtkinn (nr Vi l c mstieitv THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
Our Line is

At-M- r.

I

I

3--

T

Pa-tic- e

j

-

ho-'i0- 2

3--

-

613-8(5(1--

-

Ornamental Doors.

i--

j

i'f:fr

tjiijj

p mwmm

ladies looking for Something new and
.snappy
something dipterent
that will ditincumh you a3 "be.5t"
are
to
for the
dreer "dittmnan"
",5nap"
sixteen different lats and
to

BASEBALL.

.

are made to perfection from our

WE POINT

Lumber) because the wood is to the fact that

PROUDLY

we handle only a line

perfect in every particular and of drugs and remedies known to be
free from every imperfection of
and that our
knots, cracks and warpings. ;pure and efficacious;
us
to give the best
enables
Every foot of it is thoroughly experience
;

seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, andarchiall sensible, wtde-awatecss nereaoouis partiuuiarty
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
ke

satisfaction to our patrons. Everything that ought to be in a first class
drug store you will find here, at
prices that are satisfactory, and, in
the very best qualities.

Charles W. Dudrow

STRIPLING-BURROW- S

& Company.

Where your dollar buys the most.

pick from'

.

while the picking is

$2.50

$4.00

.

W.

N

T0WNSEND & CO.

5uildin6

a reputation for

honest dealing

;

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED

IZ

FISCHER

DRUG

i

COMPANY

24 Hour Electric Service

IiIkit
.ft',

On and After March 1st.

Wise up those

OA Y

and
mm MT

Jak places SESoTcoif",St;r,M

Santa Fe Water

f

light Company
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l.v ..... Kntoii" N. M.7.'..Ari
Ar Clifton Hihim', N M..I.V!
l.v I'lifton House N M.Ar."
Sl'ri iion. ..

12

4S

50

KarbterJum-lio-

5l)
50
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6
6

OS

1

Ar
l.v

35

00
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7 35

S.

25
2 55
3

00
9 40
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(oit;ix7...7.
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i
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15

Ar

Park, X.
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9 25
S 55

47
ti
l'S 37

l.v

S

9

0

20

train No. 121 arriving in Dawson, N, M. iu 6:15 p.
train No. 123 lravlnir lavson N, M. at 9:55a. in.
trains at Preston X. M.
trains arrive ami depart from DoMoincs as follow:
H'TII P.DUX

K. 1'. a-- S. V. Hy.
K. I'. iV S, W liy,
Honti-X, M,

Pass'.-nsri--

m.

J. VAN HOUTEN,

Superintendent,
Raton,

F.

M.

V. P. & G. M.,
Raton, N. f

N. M.

why any one afflicted with this malady usually finds its syrup
toms manifested in every portion of the body.
From head to foot th,
insidious poison breaks forth. The hair and eyebrows come out, the
mouth and throat ulcerate, skin eruptions and sores and ulcers break
out on the body, the bones ache, glands in the groin swell, and
Frequently the nails on hands and feet are affected.
The only possible way to cure Contagious Blood Poison is to
remove the cause by purifying the blood. This is just what S. S. S.
does; and it is the only medicine that absolutely and thoroughly
cleanses the circulation of every particle of the germs and virus of the
disease. Mercury, Potash, etc., are often used by despairing sufferers
in the hope that such strong treatment will kill the
But this
poison.
cannot be done; the disease may be checked temporarily and the
u'mptoms improved, but the old poison is slumbering in the blood, and
vhen the treatment is left off the disease always returns.
The ability of S. S. S. to cure Contagious Blood Poison comes
from its blood purifying properties.
It goes into the circulation an.'
removes every trace of the poison, makes the blood pure and healthy
and leaves no dregs of the virus to break out later on. S. S. S. is mack
entirely of roots, herbs and barks, each of which has a direct and
specific effect in purifying
o. o. o. uut
liic U1UUU.
not contain a particle of
mineral in any form i
upset the stomach, affec
the bowels, or inflame an;
of the delicate membrane
of the body. It is Nature';
blood purifier, potent an
PURELY VEGETABLE
healthful, and so valuabk
are its tonic effects thai
when S. S. S. has rid the
circulation c" the Contagious Blood Poison the entire system is left in
.ine physical condition.
f
Cve want to help every Contagious Blood Poison sufferer to
get veil, and for this purpose we have prepared a special book for
Home Treatment.
We will mail this book with any special medical
advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO , ATLANTA. GA.

WILLIAMS,
P. Agent,
Raton, N. M.

G.

B

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to EI Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

-

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G. F. & P. A.
El Paso Texas.
-

111

FROM

HOTEL ARRIVALS

June 1st to September 30th

Palace.
Kins. Esnanola: G Tla.vis
L. H. Robla, Chicago; James Hart,
Chicago; E. S. Waddles, St. Joseph;
Charles A. Spiess, Las Vegas ; Mr. and
Mrs. E. Clark. Alcalde:
Mrs. Elsie
Clark, Alcalade; A. W. Terrell, Amar-illo- .
Mrs.

Summer Tourist Rates
In

j

Effect

I

O. C.

Claire.
F. A. Hillgrove, Manila, P. I.; E. R.
Bartlett, Topeka, Kan.; Frank Jen-nigWillard; J. Leahy, Raton.
Gregg's.
William Ready, Terre Haute, Ind.;
Mrs. R. G. Scott, Seatle; S. S. Summers, St. Louis; George D. Culey, Las
Vegas; J. L. Amos, Pueblo; T. Carlson, Topeka, Kan,
Coronado.
E. Parkerson, C. A. Romer, Albu
querque; T. Thompson, Denver; J. W.
Carlton, Detroit; F. W. Emerson, Pe-- ,
cos: Anthonv F. Ronsii mmh,w
W. A. Rogers, San Francisco; J. M.
Hartley Buckman; J. A. Duean. Wil
liam Saint, Otto.

s,

To All

m.M..s

Eastern and Western Points

Via The

BLACK CAT CAUSES
DEATH OF

AN

New-tensiv-

e

d

Territorial Engineer

Territory of New Mexico, County of
Santa Fe, ss:
In Probate Court.
In the matter of the estate of Silas

w

Dugan, deceased.

very roots that is making the cheek notifled ,hat the undersigned was on
reuuer ami me cougn more racking. the 2nd
day of May, 1910, duly apThree-fifth- s
of those who come here
of the estate of
administrator
pointed
as "lungers" go back home as corpses.
said Silas W. Dugan, deceased, and
While they keep soul and body togethyou are hereby notified that any and
er their life is miserable.
We can't ill norenne Tiairirwr nlninio orrnincf
coirl
take them into our homes, tney are estate must
to the
same
the
present
unciean.
inev are strangers in a undersigned administrator
duly ver
strange land, exiles if there ever fied
as provided by law.
were any. They live apart until fin
ANDREW J. DUGAN,
ally the homesickness and Che change
Administrator.
do the work and the fight is over. If;
you have any of the milk of human
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
kindness left in your body keep your;
white plague victims at home where '
Connection made with Automobile
they can either be cured or can die
in comfort. We don't want them and line at Torrance for Roswell,
daily,
can do nothing for them." From "To Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- Get Well at Home," in June Technical well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
World Magazine.
at 12, noon. Automobile leaxes Ros-- ,
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and
NEED OF EFFICIENT
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
PROBATION OFFICERS, fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
ir
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
St. Louis, Mo., May 18. The only Roswell ?10. Reserve seats on auto- real danger of the probation system in mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
the treatment of offenders against law,
as poinled out by Judge Harvey H.
Baker of the juvenile court of Boston,
in an address before the National Conference on the Education of Backward,
Truant, Delinquent and Dependent
Children here this morning, does not
come from anything inherent in the
probation system itself, but from other
things, due to its faulty administration.
"What is most frequently suggested as a danger of probation,' said
Judge Baker, "is that its use will imEffective June 1st.
pair the deterrent effect on potential
offenders of proceedings against actual
offenders. Probation in its essence is CHICAGO
$50.35
the holding of fine and commitment in ST. LOUIS
$44 35
abeyance, putting the offender under
a trained worker who tries to put him KANSAS CITY
$35.35
right. Such oversight efficiently main- DENVER
$21.10
tained is a strenuous experience for
the boy who has got into lawless hab- COLO. SPRINGS
$18.15
its, and the way for courts and com- PUEBLO
$16.15
munities to avoid danger in the use
of this system is to insist on effective MEXICO CITY
$52.45
administration by efficient probation ST. PAUL MINN
$50 35
officers."

.i

j

?

,

SUMMER TOURIbT
RATES

-

INFANT.

Animal Goes Mad Because Its Kittens
Had Been Drowned Queer Case
I
in New York City.
New York, May 18. A big black
house cat, which for years had curled
itself comfortably in front of the
hearth of Mrs. Henry Sauer, in Ninth
avenue, went suddenly mad and with
an angry cry attacked a three months
old infant of Mrs. Sauer as it lay in
its carriage. The infant was pulled
out of the carriage and fell to the
floor, suffering a probable fracture of
the skull. It is thought the baby will
die.
The cat is believed to have become
mad from the loss of her kittens, which
had been drowned. Mrs. Sauer heard
the cat's cry, and hurried to the nursery. The baby lay unconscious on the
floor with blood streaming from its
ears and nose. The yellow eyed cat
crouched in the corner and snarled,
then leaped at Mrs. Sauer.
The animal nearly gouged out her
right eye with its claws and tore her
face until Mrs. Sauer seized the cat
by the neck and threw it down stairs.
The . screams of Mrs. Sauer caused a
panic in the house. The police were

Number of application 108.
Santa Fe, X. M., April 12, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that on the
Cth day of April, 1910, in accordance
with section 26, Irrigation Law of
1907, W. A. Williams, of Kennedy,
county of Santa Fe, Territory of
Mexico, made an application to the
Territorial Engineer of New Mexico,
for a permit to change the point of
diversion granted under permit No.
108 from a point S. 23
degrees 18 min- utes E. 2061 ft.
Such appropriation is to lie made
from NY. Cor. Sec. 2, T. 13 N., R.
9 E. to a"
point N. 69 degrees 35 min-timutes E, 1290 ft, from S. W. Cor. Sec.
34, T. 14 N. R. 9 E.
The Territorial Engineer will take
this application up for consideration
on the 11th of Jul-- , lyio, and all
sons who may oppose the
granting of
the above application must file their
objections substantiated with affidav- its (properly backed with application
number) with the Territorial Engin-loveeer on or before that date.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,

up or esiaousnea To Any and All Persons Whomsoever:
habits, the tearing of life out by the
You and eacu of you are herebv

:1

East or West

Department of Territorial Engineer.

The stale of Iowa has hired a
preacther for the past four years to
do nothing but travel around and tell
the people to stay at home, work lit- tie, eat plenty of raw eggs and not
worry. It has organized the most ex- "Cheer Up" system ever per- fected. Jt urges every citizen to wear
the smile "that won't come off" and to
take no heed of a possible tomorrow
of suffering, misery and death.
Now and then this preacher takes
a Hying trip to other parts of the coun- try: Colorado, New Mexico, Texas and
similarly famous health resorts. Every
he returns more firmly con- vinced of tihe merit of the work he
is carrying on and more eloquent in
his exhortations to do little breathe
plenty of fresh air and eat plenty of
food. East summer he
visited Colorado Springs and El Paso
and came face to face with the hectic- cheeked exiles from home, who wear- Uy asked him for the latest word from
ones and dolorously coughed
their way down the street, shunned of
all the native-bor"Don't, don't, let them continue to
come out here for treatment and to
die of homesickness," urged town after town. "It's the separation from
home and loved ones that is killing
them, rather than the consumption.

The acknowledged virtue of S. S. S. as a blood remedy induced
Weber to commence its use when he found he had contracted
The good results he obtained is ir,:
Contagious Blood Poison.
mother demonstration of its value as a cure for this diseusu
Contagious Blood Poison is the most powerful and destructive ci
all blood disorders.
Its virus permeates the entire circulation and

2-

DEDMAN,

ILi Ui

Mr.

NORTH HOVXIi;
I)
Si
No. 1,4.18 a. m,
Xo, S. 10.44 a. in.
No- 7.6 49 p. m.
11.11
No,
p. in.
Track connection wit h A. T.
S, p. By. at Ilaton anil Preston with C.AS.Ry. at
Des Moines K P, S. V. Ky. at Colfax, X M, and Cimarrou A Northwestern
at
Cimarron, X. il. w hich is depot or following station Oente, Miami, Kavado
and Rod Lakes, X. M
Cte Park. X. M. is depot fort lie following stations in X. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora.
Raldy Black Lakes, Cerro, Kli.abvtlitown. Lolo, Questa, Ranches tie Taos, Red
River City. Talpa, Taos and Tw inintr.
"Daily. l'Klatr, f I 'ai l.v except Sunday
E, J.

HJS IT

didn't find out I had contracted Contagious Blood Poison
until it had made considerable headway.
I had heard a great
deal of the value of S. S. S. as a blood medicine, in fact had a
friend who had cured himself of the same disease through its
use, so as soon as I discovered the nature of my trouble I began
taking it. I got along splendidly from the very first and my
recovery was steady. When I first began the use of S. S. S. my
face was so full of sores and eruptions that I could not shave.
Other parts of my body were similarly affected, but there is
now not a blotch, pimple or any other sign of the disease. I
was cured by S. S. S. and I know I am cured to stay cured as
this was several years ago. There is nothing that equals
S. S. S. for Contagious Blood Poison and I always recommend
it in such cases.
WALTER WEBER.
Xo. 430 2 Fourth St., Evansville, Ind.
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Return Limit, Oct. 31st, 1910.

AMERICAN MATADOR

Harper Baylor
j

'

MAY QUIT RING.
Lee Was Gored by a

Bull But Gamely Kept up

the

LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN DIEGO,
SAN FRANCISCO

$35.20

$45.20

Fifjht to End.
San Antonio, Texas, May 18. That
$35.20
Harper Baylor Lee, the only American
$60.90
matador,' may have to quit the bull
as
the result of his recent "cogi-da,- "
One Way Via
ring
is the substance of reports receivPORTLAND or SKATTLK
ed here from Mexico.
Lee was gored
by a bull in the City of Mexico arena On Sale July 2nd to 8th, Sept
on May 8, and though sixteen inches 1st to 7fch, Kept, 24th to 30th.'
of his intestines protruded he put the Return limit 3 months not to
animal to the sword, showing grit and exceei Oct 31st, 1910.
For Information as to Rates, Accomodations etc.
courage rarely seen even in the bull
ring. The bull, a particularly feroPORTLAND (PRR AA
Call on or Write
THREE CHILDREN SEE DRUNKEN
cious animal, caught Lee in a wound
SEATTLE VUU.UU
FATHER SHOOT THEIR MOTHER '
he had received some time ago at San
F. H. McBRIDE
W. D SHEA
or
Luis Potosi and tore his abdominal On
Agent
T P. & P. A.
Sae, May 28th to Juue, 3rd.
wall considerably.
Unless blood pois'OI1 an
Tnnidad, Colo May
Santa Fe, N, M,
who flnal, cornered and
offlcerj
July 9th to 16th.
a quarrel with his wife, in the pres-- '
oning sets in the matador's life will be
it.
Return
limit 3 months.
ence or their three children, all of got
but
not
it is
saved,
thought that he
will be able to
whom are ill with scarlet fever. An. WHY BOSTON WOMEN
the ring. Lee
was to leave for Spain towards the end
dree Laloux, a stable boss at Stuffield,
DO NOT WANT BALLOTS.
of this month in order to fill a numeight miles north of here, fired two
ber of
shots at the woman, one of which took Most of Them Do Not Seem to
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
Know Before engagements in the best arenas.
effect 111 her arm. He was arrested'
becoming an "assassin of
Tha Th.
n,
An,, mu
and is in jail overcome with remorse
toros," Lee punched cattle in Texas.
on Face of Earth.
He says he was drinking, and alleges
Spokane, Wash., May 18. Resent
his wife taunted him because hA (ii,i
ing the action of Margaret F. G. Whit- in
not earn more money. She will
and iiho Mzanh,,eoHa
COVer.
Hrm
w ivvov
LllU f,,t.rw,
nvi vnnnAt!o1
lUllUCi CALCI1SIIHI
iu IUa
i fn
and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
of the franchise to women, in circu- lunue icuuo in lino aiait:, ivila. iviay j
Loaves Santa Fe 8.4B a. m
Leaves El Paso SOOa. m
Arkwright Hutton, president of the
Arrives El Pasol0.40D.il,
Arrives Santa Fe fl.JK n m
Washington Political Equality League,
SCOTTISH RITES REUNION
Close connections at El Paso for points in Califorwhn liae Mlcf
in
nia, Somhern New Mexico and Arizota
Lyn" and otner cities in Massa- Santa Fe, N, M.
He8rtstrenprth,orHoartWeakne98,meansNerve;fr0m
M
I
V
iMMiXlll
ALL POINTS EAST
Pos.:ch'isetts, said: I am not surprised
itiveirnotonewlakhe
self actually diseased. It is almost always a
a wonien there do not want the
Leave Santa Ke 8 45 a. in.
Arrives Kansas (!ity 5,50 p. m. next clay
The majority of them I met
Arrives Chicago 8.20 a.m. 2nd day
simply needs, and must have, mora Dnw..r r,rl do not know there is any Other nlace
more
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
stability,
controllini?, more envf.m,
E. P. & S W and Rock Island traias carry Sleepanie saiu
siremnn. without that
make an open rate of one
must conti u
one
to fail, and the stomachtheandHeart
third fare from all points and
tried
kidneys also have tfce Massachusetts Association
ing and Chair Cars.
in New
Mexico to
thesesamecpntrollingnen.es.
th
Mm
t.,
tQH
For Information reuardlnK freight and passenger rates, service, etc
",l-a
'"vl"'
iiiis cieany explains why as a medicine Dr
iiamymci-(tall at City Otliee I autthlin lilk.or Phone 145.
much year ago, when . the suffragists were
wPoResOI?,tiveAasinth,9past dono sosninrhi
V
,
No trouble, to answer questions.
8 campaign at Olympia for an
the cause of all this pamfui.paiXng
DATES OF SALE
t0 the state law. Mrs.
J. G. EADS
nZrt,?,
u and
Hut,on'3 attack 011 the women of
wasting nerve centers.
to 24th inclusive
It 'build
21st,
May
.City Freight & Fassenger Agent.
If
Massachusetts' charging them with
yowomd'
RETURN
LIMIT,
has drawn sharp
jrestion, strengthen these Inerves
reestablish being narrow-mindethem as needed, with
MAY 28th 1910
fmm mmi
v
t
England colony in Spokane and a camThe New Mexrca.. Printing Com-yan- and merchants; good
Come to Santa Fe. The Rate
everywhere. We
is under way to interest former
paign
is Open to Everybody
has on hand a large supply of will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
BOXES
residents of New England in other
.
Call on address.
solid!
f
pads and tablets suitable for acbool
BEST SUGAR FOR TEA AND COFfEE!
Washington t0 mafce a
If you are in need of
work, the desk, and also for lawyers a New Mexican Want Ad.anything, try
""
8Y GROCERS EVERYWHERE!
H. 8, LUTZ, Aent
STRIPLING BURROWS CO
Santo Fe, N. M.

DENVER & RIO GRANDE R. R.

'

18.-Fol- lowing

Low Summer
Tourist Rates

!

'

VIA

1

To Many other points
tlie United States

ew Ifiexico tserttra

and Canada.
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8. M.

toms and were originally intended to
THE COURT OF COMMERCE.
the mortal remains until the
The true interests of the people and
preserve
BASKETS IN
day of resurrection. That idea of of the railways are identical.
Legis- course has long since been proved fal- - lation bad for one cannot be good for
1
lacious and it is to be regretted that the other. The best interests of boih
PLAGE OF COFFINS the scriptures are not more closely are served by laws that are fair to
followed in our burial customs. When both. With this object in view, the
FOR KKXT Furnished room. Bath,
'I die, I do not want a casket used. majority of the committee on inter- (e'li'binaii only, jni; Johnson St.
in a state commerce reported the measure
, What I desire ...is to be interred
,
.
...
AlirO
PA "uno
.
frarAn
U10IH-.J-ana
me
comn,
tninner
iWaamIa'
board
plain
rooms furnished for
FOR RENT
n;ls keen before the Senate
cupic material the better. Of course a me
great sjnc March 7 19lo
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light housekei j. ns. 212 McKenzie St.
deal of the funeral expense that is
Delay in doing justice is a wrong
assumed nowadays is folly and I hope often practically
Injunction
FOR RENT Five room house on
amounting to a deto see the day when a more sensible nial of justice. This is one reason for
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ticularly having become globe trot-- ' of different tribunals. This also is
Charges Spreads Over
ters. Byron L. Smith, president of the avoided by the establishment of a
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Country.
Northern Trust Company, and Mrs. court to deal exclusively with inter-SmitSanta Fe Irrigation and Improvement
have set out for Japan and the state commerce oases, and act
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Chicago, May 18. The biggest job in
beyond by the Trans-Sibersistently thereon. As stated by Sena-iaMichael, Real Estate.
Chicago is that recently given to Mayrailway, Paris, London and New, tor Elkins it was never intended by
or' Busse-and official York. Miss Harriet Monroe also has the
secretary
Ex-- i
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED
majority of that committee that
spokesman. P. J. Mullaney, the job of started by way of New York and Paris, the reference to the department or Jus-fo- r
Sol'
brands
our
unnecessary.
perience
commissioner of public works with a
Pekin and Shanghai a year's con- - tice of appeals from the interstate
to the rettail trade. Bis pay. Write
salary of $10,000. The scope of that tinuous travel. J. Ogden Armour and commerce commission should prevent
looking
for full particulars at once. Globe
suMrs. Armour have gone, and may re- - parties claiming to be interested in
job is colossal it includes general
Co., Cleveland. O.
Cigar
made.
last
turn by way of the Orient and Pacific the result from being properly repre- pervision over the water supply
the city ocean Nowadays the globe circling sented. It was to be
year totaling $15,000,000;
presumed that
Governor Quinby of New Hampshire,
street cleaning and garbage removal, tourists are so numerous that the the attorney general, acting in behalf
in tlie Columbian Magazine for June.
the sewers, railway track elevation and trips are all systematized as European of the public, would call to his aid
the small parks and play grounds. junkets have been these 25 years the those best qualified by their knowlif edge of and connection with a
That made general supervision over traveler's itinerary is ready-madNOTICE.
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operations that are he wishes it, with the days and the cause to give effective assistance
in
closest to the citizens, the responsi- ways in Bankok, Singapore, Kobe and '
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the Columbian Magazine for June.
the bureau of engineering, for pumps shipboard in the Indian ocean or the
from Rio Grande at a point Meander
of a capacity of 25,000,000 gallons and jinriksha fares of Yokahoma.
WOMEN IN WORLD HISTORY.
that three or four tubes should be inTime
Cor. No. 9 of Cochiti grant bears N.
even 40,000,000 gallons are among the was when any one who had circled the TO SAVE SUBMARINE VICTIMS. stalled each in a different direction, so
should be, in my opinion, a wo- CO degrees west 375 feet by means of
It
The saving of life in submarines
items to be purchased. The task of world was a celebrity.
diversion and 5H0 cu. ft. per sec. is to
which
unwield-lhave got out of gear and onto that whichever way the boat might be man's privilege to have a voice in be
reached
has
removal
garbage
Big Earnings of Canadian Pacific.
conveyed to power house which is
so
of
because
would
laws
the
tubes
one
of
the
the
dismany
bed
of the ocean has long puzzled lying
always making
proportions, and the method of
Since a gateway to Chicago was se120(1
ft. S. 80 degrees E. of intersec- or indirectly vitally con
posal Is antiquated, a fact which each cured bv the Canadian Pacific through the experts, for the natural difficul- be upright. He further suggests that them directly
tion
of boundary of Cochiti grant and
succeeding commissioner has naa tO;its imrchase of the Wisconsin Central ties in the way preclude the emnlov- - the tubes should be attached to the cern the personal welfare of herself Rio Grande by means of ditches, etc.,
or
children.
Ul
"rtVcU
contend with on top ot an nis outer ;and the .Soo railways its astounding T
"saving devices nlannoles of the hull, thus allowing I her
am and always have been a firm and there used for power purposes,
troubles. Those other troubles in- - pi.0sperity has started many rumors in use on tne surtace. Not the least the crew to escape even if the vessel
waater being returned to river.
elude complaints against the sewers, of otner purchases which
LaSalle of these difficulties is that arising from should be on her side or bottom up- believer in equal suffrage for woman,
The Territorial Engineer will take
tne
were
of which in 1907 there
I0,iu,i, street and Wall street have regarded
inrushing salt water coming nto wards. In this case provision is made and have never been able to comprethe sewage pumping which totals near- - witn interest. Anxieties which dis-- contact, with the stored electrical en for a valve cover outside each man- hend how any one could give as a rea- this application up for consideration
on the 28th of July, 1910, and all perly 15,000,000 gallons a year, and thejtm.b the mal-iieconcerning United ergy or open terminals and the conse- hole, and escape therefrom is effect- son for denying it the want of ability
bureau of maps. The renumbering statei. railways do not affect the Ca- - quent poisoning of the air by the for- - ed by a series of valves and the equal- on her part to vote, intelligently or to sons who may oppose the granting
must file
of the above application
and changing of streets makes the r,a,uan Pacific smd moreover the earn-- mation of chlorine gas. Among the ization of pressure of water and air. It hold office creditably.
ions substantiated with aftheir
object
cllCLlJVC
map bureau important. Against all ings record surpasses that of most of
uevices nowi.,,, KO,Illds verv comnlicated: and the
The world's history furnishes many
f
these bureaus there is a continual 1he western railways.
For eight in general use in England is a special !s,,ccess of the" scheme as a whole notable examples of women who have fidavits properly backed with application number), with the Territorial
fusilade of "kicks" which makes the montils to February 1 the net re form of diving helmet, to which is at- would
necessarily depend on the shaped the destinies of nations, and Engineer on or before that date.
tached a short jacket of strong water- crew's
life of the commissioner no round of ceipts were $22,S73 490, a gain of
knowledge of the ma- of those who, in letters, literature and
thorough
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
i
pleasure.
680,000 and the influx of settlers is as- proof material in front of which,
at their command and their art, as well as in innumerable walks of
chinery
Territorial Engineer.
a
is
trafsurance of still greater gains in
pocket containing a combin- readiness and promptitude to take ad- life, have achieved
Free Ice Charity.
and
distinction,
Also the immigra- ed purifier and oxygen generator, con- vantage of it. From "Rescues From have, proved their parental equipment
The free ice charities of Chicago' fic and earnings.
have developed a new. need, a means tion has meant the sale of 376,046 sisting of two small chambers join- Sunken Submarines," in June Techni- to be in every way the equal of that of
If you are in need of anything, try
to keep the ice from quickly melting acres of its own land during 1909 at ed in one case. These chambers are cal World Magazine.
man. Mrs. Henry B. Quinby, wife of a New Mexican Want Ad.
on the kitchen floor. Efforts are be- - an average of $13.50 an acre, although charged with a patented substance
ing made this year to meet that need thousands of acres of the irrigated which, when in contact with the wais land in the great tract near Calgary ter vapor of the breath, gives off pure
and one charitable organization
the system
planning to buy small ice boxes and were sold at $30. The settlement of oxygen and forms a caustic alkali. The
Cures Biliousness, Sick
loan' them to families where there is j the Bow River valley tract this year alkali then takes up the carbonic
thoroughly
sickness or which must have ice to has been at so rapid a rate that an icid gas of the respired air, and forms
Headache, Sour Stommost
an
statement
the
which
official
of
milk
but
declares
sweet,
a
alkaline
is
baby's
keep
carbonate, in th
sallow
and
Liver
complexions of
ach, Torpid
cannot afford to buy either ice or re-- j company's land under irrigation will the same air, purified and reoxygen- The present; plans pro- -' be disposed of by June 30. The traf-vid- ated, is used over and over again.
pimples and blotches.
Constipation.
ifrigerator.
fic
hold
25
have
the
been
box
last year
for a
that will
figures for
pounds
is sunken submaries do not always
It
to taUe
of ice and three milk bottles. Cases diminished by the fact that of a total lie right way up Mr. Ziminer suggests
STRIPLING-BURROW& CO
have been reported where mothers 'wheat production last year of 166,844-hav- e
bought 50 pound pieces of ice 000 bushels, the farmers of the domin-bu- t
for lack of an ice box the ice has ion are still holding 18.28 per cent or
been left on the floor and soon disap- - nearly 30,500,000 bushels. The farm-pears
"The problem of making ice ers of the prairie provinces are
for the poor," said George M. ing 18.90 per cent of their last year's
Shirk, a refrigerator expert, "is to 'wheat, or more than 26,600,000 bush-buila box that can be sold very! els. These are striking and interest-chea- p
and yet is well insulated, is easy 'ing figures, that illustrate the wealth
to keep clean, and is substantial." of the dominion farmer. With wheat
Health Commissioner Evans' greatest above the dollar mark it. will be seen
concern during the hot months, now 'that the prairie province farmers are
at hand, is for the babies and he and in good circumstances. They have the
the Infant Welfare Committee of the equivalent of a cash balance in bank
United Charities have their hands full, of some $26,000,000.
They are hold-health department bulletin said: ing this wealth in their own grana- "With the advent of hot weather ries, saving warehouse charges, and
comes the serious problem to many with the prospect of an increase in
poor families of how to properly pre- the value of this enormous grain store.
serve the baby's milk. Clean milk
Chauffeurs on a Strike.
not only cold to preserve it, but A strike of taxi-ca- b
chauffeurs has
very few poor families possess a re- brought "joy rides" to 42 fortunate
frigerator. The cost of an ordinary policemen who have been assigned to
ice box and the expense of icing is
taxis; for their
protect the
really too great for many families." days and evenings are spent in auto
One of Chicago's most indefatigable
riding about the city in the crisp
charity workers, Mrs. Herman Falkea spring air. The duty ot filling tne
stein, said: "Crowd a whole family flW spat nf
a
hanHanmfi tavi n
into two or three rooms, and a couple concrete evidence of the
Weekly the wires are bringing the news of a new gusher being struck. Hundreds are being made rich over
of
of boarders or more and a sick and t!he law has made these majesty the
guards
HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT OIL AS A
night. Oil is truly proving California's greatest money-maker- .
ailing baby and then mix the whole envy of the crossing men who keep
sumup with a heavy dose of Chicago
traffic moving. The job at crossings
SAFE AND EXTREMELY PROFITABLE INVESTMENT? There is big money in oil. The millions made by the
mer weather, what happens? How
dodging cars and helping men, women
20
does
Not
long
very and children dodge them is no sine
pounds last?
Standard and by capitalists in our own state are matters of general knowledge. California is recognized as the
long, does it? Then how do you ex- cure, in fact is hazardous as the hossweet
ice
to
milk
pect
keep a bahy's
pital roll attests. Captain Charles C.
best field for oil operations, oil discoveries and oil production today. The money coming from this oil producduring the hot summer days or nigfhts Healy who recently was sent to Lon
in the stifling tenements? It is no don to
investigate street traffic hand
tion is being distributed among hundreds of stockholders and is not all going into the pockets of a few men.
exaggeration to say that the Ghetto ling has reported the number of con
buries a city-fuof babies every sum- stables on
duty as small, but the traf
Dividends exceeding FIFTY MILLION DOLLARS have been paid by oil corporations in this state and the
mer."
fic is controlled with the frictionless
in
Wicked Basket.
Bury Dead
precision of clockwork. "Why is this
amount is going to steadily increase every day from now on.
The war on funeral extortions be- possible?" he says. "Simply because
the constables, who, of course, know
gun in Chicago will be made
Now, is there any reason why you shouldn't be one of the lucky ones? Wouldn't it be nice if you were to rewide during the conference in St. their business, are dealing with a pub
Louis of the National Association of lie which profoundly respects the law
ceive $500 dividend check every six months, and this check to be paid on an investment of two or three hunCharities and Corrections,
to which and the orders of the officers. Herein,
the revelations of the Chicago in- I believe, is the greatest lesson Chi
Why are you not one of the lucky ones?
dred dollars? This is being done regularly in California.
in
from
London
har
be
will
can
learn
transmitted.
Ministercago
quiry
ial associations also will take a hand. mony and unobstructed movement in
Bishop Samuel Fallows and Judge C. the streets. The public of Chicago
S. Cutting of tfhe probate court have must be taught to realize that strict
approved the movement, also 15 social obedience to the law and the com
settlements. "I would be in favor," mands of the police guarantees the
Californialfational Crude Oil Co.
California National Crude Oil Co.
said Bishop Fallows, "of burying our rights and promotes the interests of
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal,
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal.
dead in, a simple wicker basket. The every one using the streets. In LonGENTLEMEN:
GENTLEMEN:
idea of burial is to return the mortal don no cabman, or chauffeur, or team
shares of
shares of
Kindly issue me
Kindly issue me
remains to the dust from which they ster, or anybody else dreams of dis
CAL. NATIONAL CRUDE OIL CO.
the
above
corporaStock
of
of.
the
the
Treasury Stock of above corporanot
the scriptures say: puting the authority
crossing
Treasury
sprang. Do
tion.
tion.
'For dust thou art and unto dust shalt constable, and one scarcely hears a
I. W. HELLMAN BUILDING,
in payment
in payment
Enclosed find $
Enclosed find $.
thou return?' When a heavy, elabor- word spoken. The constable's lifted
LOS ANGELES.
for same.
for same.
ate casket is provided this scriptural finger does the business."
Name
Name
command is disobeyed. All the elabo.
Address
Address
rateness of burials with tlhe attend- Rebound When excellent wont can
ant customs, such as embalming are be done right at home. Consult the
cus- - New Mexican Bindery.
but relics of ancient Egyptian
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Of
The great Baking Powder ml
m
of the

ner undertaking establishment has
charge of the funeral arrangements.

Cut in a Fight W. D. Long, in
charge of a Ferris wheel at Belen, was
Free bowling on Sunday, Monday brought 10 Albuquerque yesterday with
and Tuesday at the Smoker.
knife cuts in the back and left side
which probably will prove fatal. Long
Varriage License to Foreigners
At Albuquerque yesterday a marriage claims to have been set upon by seven
licence was issued to Lillian George or eight men who knifed him.
and Charles
of 1 oncbm
England,
No District Court at Alamogordo
V eincrt of Berlin, Germany.
A special lo the New Mexican from
LOST Large bunch of keys. Re- A'aniogordo says that by order of
turn to New .Mexican office and, re- Tnited Slates Attorney David J. Leahy
ceive reward.
there will be no May term of U. S.
Rain and Snow The mountains district court at Alamogordo on acglistened today with a fresh covering count of the serious illness of Judge
of snow and in Santa Fe a heavy rain All'ord W. Cooley.
fell during the night despite the preDied of Heart Failure in Santa Fe
diction of fair weather by the weather Depot Mrs.
Mary J .Garner of
bureau.
Houcks, Arizona, died yesterday of
Try Goebei's Dandelion Extermina- heart fai'ure while sitting in the Santa Fe depot at Albuquerque waiting
tor; sure cure.
ni icld naa vjaujr rue ridinca ul for a uain. She was aged 57 years
an unknown origin destroyed the apd her brother J. E. Randle was with
garage of Charles Echols at Artesia, rcr ;r the time of death.
Eddy county, consuming nine automoSpecial Rates for G. A. R. Reunion
biles and much machinery and caus- To the comrades and others who may
wish to attend the territorial encamping a loss of $22,000.
ment of the Grand Army of the RepubDrink Gets Walker Into Trouble
E..J. Walker,
while intoxicated, was lic to be held at Las Vegas on June
fare for
anested at Albuquerque, for trying to( 8 and !t. one and one-fifttake an umbrella away from an inof-- , the round trip has been granted by the
fensive pedestrian who was using it railroads of tine territory. Tickets
j are to be sold June 6, 7 and S with reas protection against the rain.
John Hazen Acquitted John Hazen; turn limit to June 11.
of Cerrillos, was given a hearing, at) Poll Tax Will Be Collected The
Albuquerque yesterday on the charge collection of the poll tax will be enof taking a w atch valued at $25 from a forced by the board of education and
patient named Hugh Fountain, whom Collector Joseph P. Conklin, who will
Hazen was nursing at the Albuquer-- ! also take the school census, has been
instructed to report all delinquents for
que hospital. Hazen was acquitted,
From Old Mexico A number of prosecution.
The collector will make
railroad laborers, wearing overalls and demand only once and if refused, prossombreros
the huge
familiar to ecution will follow. The board of eduthose who have visited Old Mexico cation will also collect more rigidly
were in the city today. They spent; tuition from pupils living outside of
some time around the postoffice and the city limits.
were busy sending money home, it is
Wolves Visit Santa Fe This being
'
!
said.
the day of Halley's much talked of
Two Houses Destroyed by Fire at: official visit to the earth, it is natuMagdalena The residences of Cle-- ; ral that many people should come to
mento Castillo and Bonifacio Landa- - the city. Two little wolves, comfortvazo at Magdalena, Socorro county, ably seated in a wooden box were
were destroyed by fire. The loss is among the visitors. They spent some
$2,500. The owners are away in sheep time in front of the U. S. Bank buildcamps.
ing on San Francisco street and peepMasonic Lodge for Springer A Ma-- i ed cautiously from their improvised
sonic lodge is being organized at cage. "Aren't they little darlings,"
'
Springer. John B. Findley has been said a school girl as she passed by
elected master; Dr. E. I. Whitehead, and eyed the little animals. "They are
senior warden ; I. S. Taylor, junion mean little devils out in the country,"
warden ; Rev. Ed. LeBreton, secretary ; said a rancher with an amused look
Dr. S. Ixcke, treasurer.
on his face which the wolves seemed
Felix Dam Completed The dam to resent. It is said the wolves beacross the Rio Felix in Chaves county long to a cabman of this city and he
has been completed and will furnish.? will likely keep them at a safe dis
irrigation water to the country round tance from any hen coops.
about Hagerman. The dam is of concrete, 150 feet long, 30 feet wide and COMET'S TAIL CREATES
PANIC,
20 to 25 feet high.
Mrs. Tedor Garcia Dead Mrs. Te-d(Continues from Page One.)
Garcia died yesterday at the age . ,
of fifty years. She was a native of the afternoon and to come out of it
this city where she had many friends about 11 o'clock in the
evening, PaShe leaves a husband.
The funeral cific time.
will take place at 7 o'clock tomorrow - "The earth will not
pass exactly
morning from the Churdh of Our Lady through the center of the tail, but
of Guadalupe and interment will he the deviation is so
slight that it will
j

i

country

j

GROCERY AND BAKERY

20 to 60c a dz

ORANGES

20 to 60c a dz

Save 1 dz, wrappers from our Oranges send
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., and get a nice
Silver Platt-d Orange Spoon.
6--

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every day, picked ripe shipped on ice, tine
flavor 15c. Everything the market affords in ve
getaoles.
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'e have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid- eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE TH SIM

i.
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ing Powder
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1

Received the highest award
at Chicago World's Fair

j

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

1

j

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

COAL YAR D

&

Lumber and all kinds

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

of building material.
YARDONHICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Red Phone 100
Phone Red 100

T0MAS P. DELQAD0 Mgr.
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GOOD TAILORING

IS

h

-

Will Spoil Spectacle.
Denver, Colo., May 18. "The chances are," said Dean Herbert A. Howe,
professor of astronomy at Denver university, last night, "that not only will
there be nothing to show people that
we are in the comet's tail, but that
even the astronomers will be unable
to discover anything unusual.
"We that. is. the earth hit on an

shock.

"The moon will be in the sky all the
time the earth is passing through the
tail and I am very much afraid that
even the astronomers with immense
telescopes will be unable to record
anything of importance as a result of
the collision. The tail is now about
25,000,000 miles long and will stretch
far beyond the earth."

Good Tailoring has been the making of
many a Man.
A man always succeeds better always
get more of the
he
things
goes after when he is well tailored, than when
he is carelessly dressed.

1

I

one-tent-

"

VI

i lilrMhlhimuS

W'

i

Hal-ley'-

"MAY WE
TAILOR YOU?"

CLOTHES

I

;

not affect materially the duration of average of 15,000,000 meteors a day,,
transit through the tail. Theoretically all of them larger than those in
s
the tail will stretch over 180 degrees
tail. The particles in
comet's
of the sky, from horizon to (horizon,
the tail are atoms, probably about
just before and after transit is seen
of one thousandth of an inch
from the earth. It probably would be
faintly discernible in the southwestern in diameter, and the gases in the tail
sky if the moon were out of the are so rarified and thin that the shock
way. The phenomena, therefore, will of the earth's collision will burn them
pass entirely unnoticed, by the people up while
they are still hundreds of
on the American continent, and it is
miles from the earth's surface. The
doubtful whether the observer in the
shock will also burn up all particles
Orient, for whom the transit theoret- in the
tail, so that nothing will probically is visible, will observe it."
ably reach the earth.
"The earth will enter the tail at 4
ENTERED COMET'S TAIL AT
o'clock this afternoon and the sun will
FOUR THIS AFTERNOON. prevent our seeing any phenomena.
As soon as the sun sets the moon will
Even Astronomers Will Be Unable to be in its glory and its
light will also
Detect Any Difference Moon
prevent our seeing the result of the
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A TRADE!

IS AN ART!

Our sort of Tailoring wins and holds the patronage of
the best Dressers in this locality We win by the force
of the merit of our work. Our Cutter is an Artist and
our tailors are the most skillfull craftsmea that
money
can employ.
With-alour prices are not unreasonable when we say
l

$18.00, $22.50, $25.00 $27.50
$30 00, $32.5t) and $35.00
for suits or overcoats of the newest patterns in all wool
fabrics, and styles.

These Prices will run for

days
only

COME EARLY AND TAKE FIRST CHOICE
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